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Richardson Representative 
On Higher Education Board 
For Six State Colleges
The presidents of the New Jersey State colleges have 
selected Dr. Thomas H. Richardson, President of Montclair 
State, to represent them on the new State Board of Higher 
1 Education, pending the formation of a Council of State Col- 
,1 leges. After the Council is firmly established, it will elect 
its own representative to the board, 
i The Council of State Colleges is one of the new bodies 
1 coming into being in connection
with the reorganization of edu-
. J cation in New Jersey. It will be 
' composed of the state college 
presidents and the chairmen of 
their boards of trustees. Dr. 
Richardson will serve as a liai­
son between the State Board of 
Higher Education and the Council 
of State Colleges.
Joins Other Educators
Along with representatives 
from Rutgers. Newark College 
of Engineering, and the Commu­
nity Colleges, he will meet regu­
larly with Chancellor Ralph A.
■ Dungan and his State Board of 
Higher Education. Ralph A. Dun­
gan, the former chief Ambassa-
WESTMONT SCENE 
OF SENIOR AFFAIR
*  Attention axi MSC s e n i°  : s! The 
first cxao^ *e ’fi8 event this year, 
the Senior Informal, will take 
place on Oct. 27 from 8 P.M. 
to 1 A.M.
An annual affair at Monclair 
State, the event is a semi- 
formal dinner-dance which is be­
ing held this year at the West- 
mount Country Cluib in West Pa­
terson. Dress for the occasion 
is dark suits for boys and cock­
tail dresses for girls.
Senior Class vice-president Ter­
ri Bowman and SGA repres- 
entatve Pene Lattimer, co- 
chairmen of the informal, have 
announced that tickets are on 
sale for $8.00 from Oct. 9 thru 
25 in the Fishbowl. Hours are 
from 9 A.M. to 5 P.M. Tables 
can be reserved with the pur­
chase of tickets. Seniors are ad­
vised to secure their tickets by 
Oct. 20, so that an estimate of 
those expecting to attend may 
be made.
The menu of the evening, as it 
has been presented by Terri and 
Pene is as follows: Fresh Fruit 
^Basket, Pottage uongchamps. 
Roast Vermont Turkey, Sweet 
Potatoes) Fresh Carrots and Peas, 
Salad, Rolls and Butter, Ice 
Cream, Parfait, and Coffee.
Formal engraved invitations 
will be given to couples attend­
ing. ..The informal will begin at 
8 P.M. with a reception hour at 
the country clulb, which will be 
decorated in autumn colors. Din­
ner will be served at nine, when 
the Charles Acito band will pro­
vide music for dining and danc­
ing. Glassware favovs will be
dor to Chile, has a strong con­
viction that the colleges of New 
Jersey must be improved.
Since the State Board of High­
er Education was formed on July 
1, there has been one organiza­
tional meeting on Sept. 15. At 
future meetings, Dr. Richard­
son and his fellow representa­
tives will discuss problems of the 
colleges and ways to solve them. 
One of the major problems they
i * Ik
Dr. Thomas H. Richardson
now face is the expansion of 
New Jersey’s colleges to accom­
modate the growing number of 
college students.
Background
A graduate of New York State 
University College at Oswego, 
Dr. Richardson holds an M.A. 
and a Ed.D from Columbia Uni­
versity. He has also studied in 
England and Germany.
Dr. Richardson has headed 
Montclair State for the past 
three years. He was formerly 
dean of the college and has aiso 
served in the same capacity at 
Jersey City State. During the 
1950’s he was superintendent of 
Air Force schools in England. 
Germany, France, and North 
Africa. He is currently Chair­
man of the Committee on Fede­
ral Programs for the American 
Association of State Colleges and 
Universities, and he is also Vice- 
President of the New Jersey 
Association of Colleges and Uni­
versities.
The members of the State 
Board of Higher Education are:
William O. Baker, Vice Presi­
dent for Research at Bell Tele­
phone Laboratories;
Edward E. Boomer, President 
of McGraw-Hill Book Company;
Charles H. Brower . Batten, 
Barton, Durstine and Osborn;
John T. Connor, President of 
the Allied Chemical Corporation;
45 Semi-Finalists 
In ‘Who’s Who’
Forty-five MiSC seniors have 
been selected as semi-finalists 
in the election for placement in 
Who’s Who Among Students in 
American Colleges and Univer­
sities. The nationwide annual 
honors outstanding college seni­
ors who have displayed great 
achievement in scholarship, par­
ticipation and leadership in aca­
demic and extra-curricular acti­
vities, citizenship, service to the 
school and professional promise. 
Moreover, the book serves as a 
placement and referral service 
for employers.
Voting Procedure
Voting procedure and ballot 
tabulation are co-ordinated by 
Raymond M. Stover, Assistant 
Director of Students and a com­
mittee from the SGA Legisla­
ture. Balloting performed by the 
SGA Legislature and Executive 
Board, department chairmen, 
members of the Administration, 
the Student Personnel Depart­
ment and the senior class advi­
sers, is accomplished in two 
rounds. The first ballot names 
every member of the senior 
class; from this list each voter 
chooses those 2o persons whom 
he feels best meet the criteria 
for selection. Those 4R ~“ni..ro re­
ceiving the greatest number of 
votes are the’ e’ igijilp for the 
final election.
Second Ballot
With the second ballot, the 
voter receives both the grade 
point average and the four most 
significant achievements of the 
candidate. The names of the 
twenty students receiving the 
highest number of votes are then 
submitted to the national publi­
cation office for confirmation. 
Local announcement of the win­
ners will be made by the Monl- 
clarion in the first November 
edition.
The forty-five semi-finalists 
are: Balkus, Jeffery; Ballinger, 
Roy; Best, Elizabeth; Bonardi, 
Inez; Bowers, Donaid; Bowman, 
Theresa; Bresiow, Judith; Bru-
(Continued on page 14)
Homecoming Weekend
Activities Announced 
ANNUAL EVENT EXPECTED 
TO DRAW LARGE CROWDS
College Life Union Board announces its 1967 Homecom­
ing weekend— Fri., Oct. 20 through Sun., Oct. 22. The theme 
for Homecoming will be A Novel Affair, 2nd the setting of 
parade floats will concern “great books of literature.”
Chairmen for Homecoming are: Nadine Udall and 
Leonard Elovitz. general co-chairm aarftifi££.F'‘ ,rson, secur­
ity, Wfitthm Biiy, traffic: xionnie Potter, awards;
Hoyt, cleanup; William Lang,
public relations; Dave Fogg and 
Steve Rahn. communications and 
sound; Lilly Hoffman, dormi­
tory committee.
The first event of the weekend 
is float construction, which will 
begin Friday at 5:00 P.M. in 
the freshman parking lot and 
continue until 2:00 A.M. Satur­
day morning. The freshman 
class will sponsor a bonfire and 
pep rally on Friday night. The 
sophomore class will sponsor a 
dance the same night; dance 
committee chairman is Chariie 
Cheatam. Float construction will 
resume at 7:90 A.M. Sat. 
morning and continue until 
10:30 A.M. on that day. There 
are 24 floats entered in the con­
test.
Float Judging
Floats will be judged at 11:00 
A.M, Saturday on the lawn of 
Bond House on Valley Road. 
Judging will be based on ori­
ginality, adherence to theme, 
and construction. The parade wil 
begin immediately afterward, at 
12 noon at the college, proceed 
into Upper Montclair and then 
return to the football field.
The Homecoming Queen, Na­
dine Udall. sponsored by Phi 
Lambda Pi, and the Parade 
Marshail, Ray Young, president 
of MSC’s Alumni Association, 
will lead the parade in the first 
car.
Football Game
The football game against 
South Connecticut will begin at 
1:30 P.M. Saturday.
At half-time the float contest 
winners will be announced and 
will tour the track. The 1967-68 
Campus Queen, Naaine Udall, 
will present tne trophies to the 
winners of the contest (in ac­
cordance with MSC tradition).
On Saturday evening Phil 
Ochs will appear in concert at 
8:00 P.M. Jackie Vernon will 
entertain on the same evening. 
Chairman of the concert is Terry 
McGlincy.
Phil Ochs
Phil Ochs is the international­
ly famous American singer who 
has been called “ too controver­
sial” for the mass media. 
Jack Vernon is tne popular co­
median who has been hailed 
“ one of the brightest new stars 
on the comedy horizon.’ ’
Phil has appeared in oiubs 
clubs from “The Riverboat” in 
Toronto to “ The Troubadour” in 
Los Angeies. He has given solo
given to the girls. (Continued on Page 9) Jackie Vernon (Continued on Page 9)
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FROSH TO ELECT 
CLASS LEADERS
by David Levine
Thirty-five daring freshmen have tossed their hats in the 
ring for the freshman class elections to be held on Thurs., 
Oet. 19 in Life Hall.
For president, five candidates handed in satisfactory 
petitions:
Bob Santin, a music major from Belleville, has partici­
pated in numerous athletic and political events during his 
high school career.
Maurice Moran, an English 
major from Rahway, has had 
experience as student council 
representative during his junior 
and senior years at high school.
Neal Moles, also an English 
major, lives in Closter. Neal has 
held positions on high school pub­
lications as well as president of 
Future Teachers.
David Flagg, a fine arts ma­
jor commuting from Maplewood, 
has been involved in numerous 
high school social activities.
Joel Naughion, a math major 
from Brick Town, has partici­
pated in various sports activities 
during his high school career.
Six candidates are running for 
the office of vice-president:
Sharon Lameo, a phys. ed. 
major from Asbury Park, has 
had experience in various politi­
cal offices as well as being a 
member of her high school’s 
newspaper and yearbook staff.
Zitaeileen Smith, a dorm resi­
dent, comes from Somerset. Ma­
joring in fine arts, she has had 
experience in various high school 
clubs.
Lynn Heiser, a math major 
-ffSKuUhibir c ity ,' has 'been a 
member of the National Honor 
Society as well as various high
C h e r y l  Nobile, a home econo­
mics major, comes from Gutten- 
berg. At high school she' parti­
cipated in several clubs as well 
as holding the position of vice- 
president of Future Teachers.
Virginia Siewaxl, a liberal arts 
student from Teaneck, has been 
a cheerleader, vice-president of 
the senior class, and a member 
of the National Honor Society.
Carmen Buijen, a Spanish ma­
jor from Ridgefield Park, has 
served as a student council rep­
resentative and class president 
of the junior and senior class.
Seven candidates are running 
for the office of secretary:
Dawn Sova, a math major 
from Garfield, has had experi­
ence as a member of the Future 
Teachers, drama club, and the 
school newspaper.
Lynn Lukowiak, a dorm resi­
dent, comes from Lakewood. 
She has been a member of the 
Honor Society as well as various 
high school clubs.
Kathleen Regan, a home eco­
nomics major from Rahway, 
has been a member of the Chess 
Club and the newspaper business 
staff.
Joanne Hodde, a social studies 
major from Hackensack, has 
been a member of the Honor 
Society as well as the recipient 
of several awards,
Judi Wills, a dorm resident, 
comes from Asbury Park. Ma­
joring in home economics, she 
has participated in the student 
council.
Barbara Anne Richards, a
speech major from Ridgewood, 
has been senior class secretary 
as well as a member of the 
French class.
Loss Hanxl from Paterson is 
also a social studies major. In
paper staff and a member of the 
library staff.
For the office of treasurer 
there are six candidates:
Dave Levine, a social studies 
major from Newark, has served 
on the school newspaper as well 
as a member of the student 
council for three years. He has 
also served on a number of 
school financial committees.
Janice Jaczynski, a home eco­
nomics major from Harrison 
has served on a number of high 
school clubs and is a former 
member of the student council.
Jeff Snyder, a math major, is 
from Philipsburg.
Kenneth Thomas, a math 
major, comes from Lyndhurst. 
He served in the math club and 
was a member of the Honor 
Society.
Duncan Engel, a math major, 
is from Kearny. He has served 
on numerous clubs including the 
Russian Club and the Honor 
Society.
Darlene Dodson of Wharton is 
a business education major. She 
was a member of the Honor 
Society as well as a participant 
in Girls' State.
Eleven candidates are funning 
for the two seats available on 
-the SQA- l egislature: r
Jerry Benn, a liberal arts stu­
dent from Lakewood, was sopho­
more class secretary, member of 
the Student Council, as well as 
a member of various high school 
clubs.
Richard Kamencik of East 
Paterson is an English major. 
He was a member of the news­
paper and yearbook staff in high 
school.
Nancy Mullen is a math major 
from Union. She was student 
council representative for three 
years as well as a member of 
the National Honor Society.
Patricia Miller, a dorm resi­
dent comes from Woodbury. Ma­
joring in German, she was a 
member of the Student Council 
and executive committee.
Sue Piscilello. a dorm re­
sident, comes from Waldwick. 
Majoring in biology, she was a 
member of numerous high school 
clubs including the Young Demo­
crats, Future Teachers, and Spa­
nish club.
Linda Alesso of East Paterson 
is an English major. At high 
school she was active with the 
student council the National Ho­
nor Society, and the Latin Club.
Patricia Collura of Fair Lawn 
is a math major. She was active 
with student council, the choir, 
and the American Legion during 
her high school career.
Elaine Person is a Spanish 
major from Paterson. At high 
school she was active with the 
Pen-Amerdcan Club, school news­
paper, and the National Honor 
Society.
Angela PietUlo, a dorm resi­
dent, is a Spanish major. At high 
school She was active with the 
student council, Spanish Club, 
school newspaper, and the Latin 
Honor Society.
Karen Lyons of Kearny is a
The Vienna Symphony pictured as they appeared at MSC, Oct. 2. 1967
Vienna Symphony Performance 
First of MOC Concert Series
high school she was on the news- business education major. During
Say the Beatles in their Sgt. Pepper’s album: “A  
splendid time was had by all.”
Such was the mood reflected in the faces of those leav­
ing Memorial Auditorium on Oct. 2 after the performance 
of the Vienna Symphony Orchestra, sponsored by the Music 
Organization Commission.
The group, under the direction of Wolfgang Sawallisch,
said “ ’we’d love to take you
home with us” to the audience ®erg’' Death and
with then %..ry first notes. Their ancj Brahms’ 
program consisted of “Three in D."
Pieces for Orchestra Op. V  by The am^ it:>riuim was fille^Vto
Richard Strauss’ 
Transfiguration" 
"Symphony No. 2
Wolfgang Sawallisch, conductor of the Vienna Symphony
capacity for the 126-piece Vien­
nese ensemble. Sawallisch, who 
is 44 years old and the Vienna 
Symphony’s chief conductor since 
I960, interpreted his program 
uniquely and sensitively.
Although he and his orchestra 
are relatively unfamiliar to those 
in the United States, they have 
been recorded often and are re­
garded as being among the best 
of Europe’s symphonic orgam-a- 
tions. T
m
According to tne audience's re­
action, the highlight of the ev­
ening seemed to be the Strauss 
selection. Next to Don Juan. 
Death and Transfiguration is per 
haps Strauss’ most moving tine 
poem, expressing the dying hour 
of a man who has striven toward 
the highest idealistic aims. The 
orchestra brought out beautifully 
the rich texture and drama of 
the piece.
The Vienna Symphony Orches­
tra concert was the first of sev­
eral events to be sponsored by 
MOC. Other guests to appear at 
Montclair State College are pi­
anist Lorin Hollander; the Bal­
timore Symphony Orchestra; so­
prano Veronica Tyler; Aaron 
Copeland, noted conductor and 
composer.
her high school career, she was 
active with the National Honor 
Society and the student council.
Michael Andrea of West New 
York is an English major. He 
was a member of the cross­
country team, as well as the 
assistant editor of his school 
newspaper.
WVMS
Engineers Needed
Apply Life Hall
Office
Dr. and Mrs. Richardson and Mr, Zerbe admire painting of 
Gras. Austria.
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Joyce Classics Adapted 
To Stage in ‘Stephen D’
by Michael Grieco
A  rather mystifying evening may be spent at the East 
74. Street Theatre, viewing an imperfect adaptation of James 
Joyce’s Stephen. Hero and A Portrait of the Artist as a Young 
Man into the play Stephen D.
Joyce’s two novels are ravaged with no new creation 
emanating. Passages are cut and patched leaving out the 
most salient words.
In A Portrait Stephen’s direc­
tor in the Society of Jesus asks 
him to consider the possibility 
of a vocation. It is a confronta­
tion that is handled with all of 
Joyce’s symbolic technique 
brought into play.
Yet the symbols are graphic 
and could be, under expert direc­
tion and staging, quite drama­
tic. The director has his back 
to the light (symbolic of the 
church being in the dark); he 
is leaning on a crossblind (the 
church lacks Christianity); the 
director loops the window cord 
(a hangman’s noose for Stephen 
if he joins, thwarting his xea- 
tive art).
The play Stephen D. fails to 
faithfully follow the text and 
fails to create a more effective 
or dramatic image. The speech, 
a description essential to the 
passage, is eliminated. Not only 
the symbolic, but more impor­
tant, the dramatic moment is 
lost.
Joyce is funny. It would be 
difficult to realize this from the 
production. The joke of the “ spit 
in the eye’ ’ is kept, but the poor 
timing prevented the humor 
from coming through.
Stephen is funny. He is a 
pompous, colorless ^esthete. His 
voice should indicate his kno*- 
it-all attitude. Stephen Joyce, 
playing the lead, had only his 
name to recommend him to the 
part.
Sometimes Stephen Dedalus 
narrates; sometimes he acts. It 
is confusing to hear the switch 
from first to third person 
throughout.
The finest acting is performed 
by Roy S. Scheider in the role 
of Cranly, Stephen’s closest con­
tact to a friend. He forces hu-
T I M E
The longest word 
in the language?
By letter count, the longest 
word may be pneum onoultra- 
microscopicsilicovolcanoconiosis, 
a rare lung disease. You wont 
find it in Webster's New World 
Dictionary, College Edition. But 
you will find more useful infor­
mation about words than in any 
other desk dictionary.
Take the word time. In addi­
tion to its derivation and an 
illustration showing U.S. time 
zones, you’ll find 48 clear def­
initions o f  the different mean­
ings o f time and 27 idiomatic 
uses, such as time o f one's life. 
In sum, everything you want to 
know about time.
This dictionary is approved 
and used by more than 1000 
colleges and universities. Isn’t 
it time you owned one? Only 
$5.95 for 1760 pages; , ¡j>0 gtj
thumb-indexed.
At Your Bookstore
THE WORLD PUBLISHING CO.
Cleveland and New York
mor into his character. He has 
the Irish soul for fun and wit.
James D. Waring’s direction 
was uninspired and too literal. 
In the shattering epiphany of 
the girl wading in the stream. 
Waring places the girl six feet 
from Stephen. She should be as 
far from Stephen as possible 
and seen through a scrim. She 
is only a symbol of Stephen’s 
consecration to the world of 
mortal beauty. She should not 
be too real.
The Irish accents were hand­
led with varying degrees of fail­
ure. In just a few instances 
were the words given a brogue. 
Joyce found music in his Irish 
speech; the director does not. 
Joyce is filled with word melo­
dies and Irish ditties. These also 
were overlooked.
Sometimes the wrong effects 
were achieved. The audience 
laughed at the dour picture of 
the parochial nature of the 
priests. But Stephen fears them 
and is horrified at them.
Joyce once again proves too 
much for the stage. Joyce re­
wrote Stephen Hero, a rather 
literal autobiography into the 
highly symbolic and musical A 
Portrait. The producers should 
have followed suit and selected 
one or the other. Their combina­
tion proves unsatisfying.
CLASSIC TRAGEDY  
TO BE PRESENTED 
B Y  MSC PLAYERS
Sex Education Coarse 
Scheduled for MSC Frosh
by Leslie Anne Hair
Bimham Wood will march to Dunsinane when Players 
presents its first production of the season— Shakespeare’s 
Macbeth. Performances will be given on Nov. 2, 3, 4, and 6 
at 8:30 P.M.. with a 2:30 matinee on Mon., Nov. 6. In addition, 
the show will go on tour to several high schools during the 
Christmas vacation and the semester break.
The Players production will be set in the 1050’s, the
time of the actual reign of Mac-
beth. In addition to their nightly 
rehearsals, the male members 
of the cast also attend fencing 
practice conducted by Mr. W. 
Scott MacConnell, who will 
stage the final battle scenes.
The Play Itself
Macbeth is the tragedy of a 
man and woman who destroyed 
themselves. It is a tale of witch­
craft, “murder most foul,” and 
“vaulting ambition.” “ We’ll play 
it for blood and thunder,” ex­
plains Dr. Clyde Me Elroy, di­
rector. The play, he says, is filled 
with spectacle, action, and melo­
drama. Macbeth, a good man 
with great potential, degenerates 
into a compulsive murderer be­
cause he is unable to control his 
strong desire to be king. With 
the aid of his wife, he murders 
the unsuspecting Duncan and 
thus fulfills the prophecy of the 
evil witches. Blood continues to 
flow as Macbeth, in a desperate 
desire to keep his royal power, 
continues his brutal killing until 
he is finally stopped by his ne­
mesis, MacDuff.
Hum army 1....
But despite the horror and evil 
they cause, both Macbeth and 
his wife are not “ monsters.”
ANNUAL CONFERENCE 
OF COLLEGE UNIONS 
SET FOR MSC CAMPUS
The annual conference of the Association of College 
Unions-International will commence during the first week 
in November at Montclair State College. Beginning Friday 
afternoon, Nov. 3, the session will continue through the 
following day. Participating in this event will be approxi­
mately 50 colleges from Region III, which is a branch of the 
national organization. The representatives will meet to dis­
cuss the difficulties encountered
by college Union Boards.
The bulk of a Union Board’s 
responsibility centers around 
the entertainment programs of a 
college. For example, the Board 
stages concerts, lectures and 
movies for the entire senool 
year. At Montclair. CLUB is the
the presentation. The theme, a 
unique one. will stimulate active 
participation.
Interest of Many
Many professional people have 
an interest in this worthy pro­
ject. Attending the conference 
will be Dean John Wong from
group which promotes the coi- i Rutgers University, who is the
lege social life.
Purpose
Essentially, the purpose of an 
ACU convention is to talk over 
the stumbling blocks involved in 
coordinating college activities 
In doing so the participants will 
resolve their problems and con­
struct new and better ideas.
Each year this happening oc­
curs on a different college cam­
pus. Last year it was held at 
New York State University’s 
School of Agriculture in Farm- 
ingdale. Usually the agenda con­
sists of entertainment provided 
by  the school acting as host. 
This year, however, Montclair 
has invited the visitors to join in
Rather, they are 
and, at times, sympathetic. Lady 
Macbeth is not strong enough to 
withstand the sleepless torment 
she must endure after Duncan’s 
murder. In her sleepwalking 
scene, she re-lives the murder 
of the king and desperately tries 
to rub his blood off her hands. 
'Macbeth, too, can “ sleep no 
more.” Upon the death of his 
wife, he realizes the futility of 
human existence and states that 
‘ ‘Life’s but a walking shadow, a
Dr. Eleanor Hamilton, marri­
age counselor, psychologist and 
author, will address Montclair 
State College’s 1,233 freshmen 
Oct. 19, at 1 P.M. in Memorial 
Auditorium. Her topic will be 
“Development of Love in Human 
Beings.”
Although Dr. Hamilton will 
speak to the entire freshman 
class, her talk has been schedu­
led as part of a pilot program 
in sex education for liberal arts
___________  freshmen, according to Dr. Cha-
j rity Eva Runden, co-ordinator of 
very human sex education services at the 
college. Dr. Runden points out 
that freshmen in the teacher 
education curriculum receive in­
struction in sex education in two 
required courses, one in health 
education and one in general 
psychology. Liberal arts stu­
dents, she said, do not have to 
take these courses, and the new 
program has been set up prima­
rily for them.
Dr. Hamilton, co-director of
his hour upon the stage, 
then is heard no more.”
and
poor player that struts and frets j ^  Ham>lton Sch°o1 “  Sheffield, 
w . ------  <.*  __j i Mass., also maintains a private
practice as a marriage counse­
lor in New York City. She is a 
regular columnist in Modern 
Bride magazine, author of a 
book. Partners in, Love, and a 
member of the American Asso­
ciation of Marriage Counselors 
and the American Psychological 
Association. After her talk, Dr. 
Hamilton will be honored at a 
small reception in the Faculty 
Lounge in Life Hall.
As a follow-up to her address, 
the liberal arts freshmen will be
( di
a series of discussions covering' 
several weeks. Leaders will be 
the following members of the 
faculty: Dr. Daniel Brower, 
chairman, psychology depart­
ment; Dr. Martin Brown, Dr. 
Leonard J. Buchner, Dr. Abra­
ham Gelfond, Dr. Gerhard Lang, 
and Dr. Peter F. Worms, mem­
bers of that department; Dr. Al­
fred H. Gorman and Tete H. Te- 
tens Jr. of the education depart­
ment; David C. Balderston of 
the home economics department; 
and Dr. John G. Redd of the 
physical education department.
Support 
Our
Advertisers
Cast
The large cast of players in­
cludes Dennis Fyffe (Duncan). 
Thomas Ratzin (Malcolm). Rich 
Kamencik (Donalbain), Charles 
Croce ((Macbeth), Walter Kotnba 
(Banquo), Frank Malle (Lennox) 
Paul Hart (Ross), Neal Moles 
(Angus), Jack Parrillo (Men- 
teith), Howard Garval (Caith­
ness), Bob Barth (Fleance), Dan 
Ehigott (Siward), Dale Rogers
( Y o u n .^ ^ llW 'e ir d l . m TVP C a n
Giovanni (Macduff), Fred fcuk- 
lowsky (Seyton), Joseph Duffy 
(Old Man), James Cassidy (Ser­
geant), Gregory Studerus (Doc­
tor), Scott Watson (Porter), Ed 
Musto, Louis Homyak and Ro­
bert Demko (Murderers), Frank 
Skinner (Messenger), Pat Ree­
ves (Servant), Nancy Par in 
(Lady Macbeth), Esther Miller 
(Lady Macduff), Elizabeth Sche- 
deman, Betty Passafiume, and 
Dorinne Taylor (Witches), Cathy 
Ramsden (Hecate), Susan Banks 
(Gentlewoman), Martin Fucio, 
Lawrence Knapp, Bob Brewer 
(Soldiers and Lords), Midge 
Guerrera, Ann Cooper, Jackie 
Trinkie, Maria Mascara and Sue 
Perkins (Women of the Court).
Dianne Bott will be “ Girl Fri­
day”  for the stage managers, 
Joseph Duffy and Andrew Lees.
Region IH delegate to the aa 
tional association. Mr. Gary Leo. ; 
adviser to the College Life Union i 
Board at Montclair, and his as­
sistant Mr Edward Yezzo, will 
act as the host directors. Dr. A. 
Gorman, also of Montclair, who 
is outstanding in the field of Hu­
man Relations, will serve as the 
professional consultant.
MSC Students Involved
Students from MSC working 
on the prospectus include: Jeff 
Balkus, performing as vice- 
president of the Steering Com­
mittee for the Association; Alan 
DaCunzo, organizing the regis­
tration; and Ernest Jaeger, 
handling the dinner program.
MSC's exchange students from Chico, standing left to right: 
Lynn Meckfessel, Sheran Reagan, Jenning Ernes, Sharon 
Miller, Armster Kinch. Sealed, left to right: Suxetle Sides, 
Mary Ellen Flynn, Carolyn Beviockfay, Linda King.
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MSC WELCOMES NEW FACULTY MEMBERS
With the start of a new school year, there is evidence of 
many innovations and changes not only in student enrollment 
and campus expansion, but also in another important aspect 
of campus life, the faculty. May new instructors have been 
added to the MSC faculty for the 1967-1968 school year. 
They are: -------------------------------------------------—
ALCARO, HUBERTA D.
Assistant Professor II - Home 
Economics; B. Ed., Western 
Washington; M.S., Purdue. Mrs. 
Alcaro was a Research Assist­
ant and Teaching Assistant at 
Purdue. Most recently she was 
a County Home Economist in the 
N.J. Cooperative Extension Ser­
vice.
ARENS, OLAVI
Assistant Professor II - Hist­
ory (substitute); A.B., Harvard. 
He has taken further graduate 
studies at Connecticut and Col­
umbia and has completed the 
course requirements for the Ph. 
D.
BARBEITO, CLAJR AL.
Assistant Professor - Spanish; 
B.A., Institute of Vedado; Doc­
tor en Filosofia y letras, Univer­
sity of Havana. She has also 
studied at Bucknell, Bryn Mawr, 
and New York University. Dr. 
Barbeito has worked at the Unit­
ed Nations, Berlitz, McGraw- 
Hill, National Broadcasting Co. 
(TV), and taught at the Lenox 
School, NYU, and St. John’s. 
BREDEMEIER, MARY E.
Assistant Professor - Educa­
tion; B.S. in Ed., Madison Col- 
ege; M.A., Columbia. She has 
taught at Finch J. C„ Yonkers, 
and Douglass. Most recently 
she has been a guidance couns­
elor at Middlesex Vocational 
and Technical H. S. Mrs. Bred- 
emeier has done further grad- 
< — 
BUECHLER. ALAN L.
Supervisor III - Assistant Di­
rector of Admissions; F.A. .Get­
tysburg. Mr. Bueohler has 
taught at Toms River H. S. and 
Clearview Regional H. S. Most 
recently he was an Admissions 
Counselor at Gettysburg College. 
He has done further graduate 
work at Rutgers.
CIVITELLO, JOHN P.
Assistant Professor U - Fine 
Arts; B.A., Paterson; M.A., 
New York University. He has 
taught in West New York, Pat 
erson, and Elizabeth. Mr. Civi- 
tello has also taught at Fairleigh 
Dickinson and the College of In­
surance. He has exhibited in 
New Jersey and Washington. 
CURY, GEORGE B.
Assistant Professor - Biology; 
B.A., M.A., Columbia. Mr. Cury 
nas been teaching at River Dell 
H.S. He has been active in var­
ious professional organizations 
and in Boy Scouting. 
DAVIDSON, MARTIN C.
Assistant Professor H - Eng­
lish; B.A.. Wayne State Univer­
sity; M.A., Purdue. Mr. David­
son has done further graduate 
study at NYU where he was also 
a graduate assistant as well as 
Purdue. He has taught at Yam- 
aguchi University, Japan, and 
Pratt Institute.
DE LORENZO, WILLIAM E.
Assistant Professor II - Span­
ish; B.A., M.A.„ Montclair. He 
has taught in Fairlawn and New 
Providence and was on the staff 
of Audio-Lingual Methods Work­
shop and Language Laboratory 
Techniques Workshop of the 
N.J. State Department of Edu­
cation. Mr. DeLorenZo is Vice- 
President of the New Jersey 
Modern Language Teachers As­
soc.
DIE, AZUA A.
Assistant Professor II - Soci­
ology; B. A., Brandeis; M.A., 
Columbia. Mr. Dike has been a 
teacher in Nigeria as well as a 
library assistant. He has also 
been a research assistant in city 
planning in White Plains, New 
York.
EATON. DANNIS B.
Assistant Professor II 
Speech; B.A., Ball State; M.A., 
Columbia. Mr. Dennis has 
taught at Peekskill H.S., Iona 
College, and City College of New 
York.
FERGUSON, PAUL W.
Supervisor II - Assistant 
Registrar; B.A., Brown; M.Ed., 
Indiana University of Pennsyl­
vania. Mr. Ferguson has been 
a Resident Counselor and Coord­
inator for Housing at the Uni­
versity of Maryland. He has 
done further graduate work at 
Maryland.
FRANZ, RAYMOND A.
Assistant Professor - Indus­
trial Education and Technology; 
B.B.A., City College of New 
York; M.A., Montclair. Mr. 
Franz has been in the electron­
ics field for many years. He has 
been teaching at Essex County 
Vocational - Technical High 
School the past three years.
GELSTON, OLIVER S.
Assistant Professor II-Health 
and Physical Education; B.S., 
Panzer; M.A., Montclair. Mr. 
Mr. Gelston comes to Mont- 
ijlalr —Jeesey CitflSf C.
where he was a highly success- 
fu Basketball Coach and was 
for one year an Assistant to the 
President. He was Coach of the 
Year for Area III in 1965 and 
has won the Collegiate Basket­
ball official’s Sportsmanship 
Award three times. He has pub­
lished several articles and is in 
demand as a clinic speaker. 
GORDON, ROBERT G.
Assistant Professer - English; 
B.A., Co gate; M.A., Columbia. 
Mr. Gordon taught at the White 
Plains H. S., Englewood School 
for Boys ,and part-time at Fair­
leigh Dickinson University. He 
had done further graduate work 
at NYU. He has written exten­
sively for publication.
GUARINO, SIMONE F.
Assistant Professor - French; 
B.A., Hunter; M.A.. Ph.D., Col­
umbia. Dr. Guarino has taught 
at the University of Pennsylvan­
ia, Brooklyn College, LIU and 
Columbia. She has a book in 
progress and has been active in 
professional organizations.
HERS HEY, FRED E.
Associate Professor - Assoc­
iate Librarian; A.B., Harvard; 
B.D., Yale; Th.M., Princeton 
Theological; M.S. in L.S., West­
ern Reserve. He has done furth­
er study at Howard and Colum­
bia Universities; has served as 
a librarian in various capacities 
at the Library of Congress, Wal­
ter Reed Hospital, Interdenom­
inational Theological Center, 
Princeton Theological, and 
Western New England College. 
OELLNER, WILLIAM G.
Associate Professor - Mathe­
matics; B.A., Montclair; M.A., 
Columbia. Mr. oellner has 
taken summer work at R.P.I., 
Cornell, Wyoming, Clark, and 
Seton Hall, he has written many 
articles and reviews. He taught
in Hillside and Cranford High 
School and did part-time teach­
ing at Newark College of Engin­
eering, Rutgers, and Merck and 
Company.
KYLE. RICHARD A.
Assistant Professor II - Fine 
Arts; B.A., Paterson; M.A., Co­
lumbia. Mr. Kyle taught in 
Greenwich H. S. (Conn.) and is 
a member of many professional 
organizations.
MC CRORY. CAROL
Assistant Professor II - Eng­
lish; B.F.A., M.A., Columbia. 
Miss McCrory has taken furth­
er graduate work at Columbia 
and has had several administra­
tive positions in the university. 
She has spent ten years in the 
theater in various capacities. 
MC CAULEY, ROSEMARIE
Assistant Professor II - Busi­
ness Education; B.A., Trenton; 
M.A., Seton Hal . Mrs. McCau­
ley has been teaching at Ruther­
ford H. S. She has been employ­
ed by the N. J. Bell Telephone 
Company.
MC HUGH. BEVERLY Q.
Supervisor II - Assistant Di­
rector, Student Teaching and 
Placement; B. A., Georgian 
Court; M.A., Montclair. Mrs. 
McHugh taught in Andover, N. 
J. and at J. F. Kennedy H. S. in 
Paterson. She has been active 
in professional organizations. 
MILLS, EDWIN
Assistant Professor II - Aca­
demic Counselor; A.B., Bob 
Jones University; M. Ed., Flor­
ida Atlantic. Mr. Mills served 
as a teacher and counselor in 
the secondary schools of Miami. 
MINC, ROSE S.
Assistant Professor II - Span­
ish; B.A., Douglass; M.A., Rut­
gers. Mrs. Mine has taught at 
Douglass and Madison Town­
ship High School. She is pursu­
ing further graduate work at 
Rutgers.
O'CONNELL, EDWARD E.
Assistant Professor II - Fine 
Arts; B.S., Hofstra; M.F.A., 
Pratt. He has taught in Great 
Neck and Brooklyn. Mr. O’Con­
nell has had many exhibitions in 
the greater New York area, and 
has had industrial experience 
in art.
RAMBALDO. ANA M.
Assistant Professor - Spanish; 
B.A., Southern Methodist; M.A., 
New York University. Miss 
Rambaldo has taught and been 
an editor at Berlitz. She has 
taught in Argentina and at the 
Beard School in Orange. This 
past year she was a graduate 
assistant at NYU.
ROCK WOOD. JEOMRE
Associate Professor - Speech; 
B.A., Brooklyn College; M. A., 
Western Reserve; Ph. D., New 
York University. Dr. Rock- 
wood has had extensive exper­
ience in the professional theater 
both as an actor and director. 
He has taught Bronx Com­
munity College, St. John’s, and 
CCNY as well as part-time at 
other colleges.
RZONCA, CHESTER S.
Assistant Professor II - Indus­
trial Education and Technology; 
B.S., Centra Connecticut S.C; 
M.A., Morehead S.C. (Ky.) Mr. 
Rzonca taught in Middletown 
and West Haven, Connecticut. 
This past year he was a grad­
uate assistant at Morehead. 
SAVAGE, JOSEPH C.
Assistant Professor II - Indus­
trial Education and Technology; 
Trenton S.C. Mr. Savage has 
taught in Irvington, Hawthorne,
Caldwell, and Montclair. He has 
also worked in private industry. 
SCARNICI. VIRGINIA M.
Assistant Professor - French; 
B.A., M.A., Montclair. She has 
studied at the University of 
Paris and done further grad­
uate study at Rutgers. She has 
taught at Wayne H. S., the 
Dwight School, St. Joseph Col­
lege (Md.), and Cedar Crest Col­
lege.
SCHLANGER
B.A., Brooklyn; M.A., Wiscon­
sin. Mrs. Schlanger has taught 
in Vineland, West Virginia, 
Ohio public schools and Mariet­
ta College, and Ohio State. She 
has had extensive experience in 
speech clinics. She has publish­
ed several articles and has tak-’ 
en further graduate study at 
Ohio State.
SCHUMM. FRED C.
Assistant Professor II - Indus­
trial Education and Technology; 
B.A., Newark; M.A., Montclair. 
Mr. Schumm has taught in 
Plainfield and Westfield. 
SEYMOUR, JOHN
Assistant Professor - Educa­
tion; B.S., Paterson; M.A., Ph. 
D., New York University. He 
has extensive experience as a 
clinical psychologist in New 
York State, Essex County Guid­
ance Center, Veterans Adminis­
tration and most recently at the 
N. J. Neuro-Psychiatric Insti­
tute as Director of Psychology 
training. He has also taught at 
the N. J. College of Medicine. 
SHUBECK, PAUL P.
Assistant Professor - Biology; 
B.S., Seton Hall; M.A., Mont­
clair, Ph. D., Rutgers. Dr. Shu- 
beck has had varied experience. 
He taught in the secondary 
school of Elizabeth where he 
was also a guidance counselor. 
He has also taught at Union, Jer­
sey City, Rutgers, and Newark 
S. C.
SPECTOR, ARLENE S.
Assistant Professor 11-Speech; 
B.S., New York University; M. 
S., Brooklyn. Mrs. Spector has 
taught in New York schools, has 
been an instructor of speech im­
provement, was a Therapist at 
NYU clinic and worked as a 
teacher in Operation HEADSTA 
Brooklyn, New York.
SPENCER. HERTA J..
3isiting Physician (Part- 
time); B.A., New York Univer­
sity; M.D., University of Basel. 
Dr. Spencer has served in var- j 
ious capacities as a psychia- j 
trist for the E. Orange and Or-1 
ange boards of education and
Essex County Guidance Center, 
in Verona.
SUGARMAN. IRA
Assistant Professor - Psycho­
logy; B.A, New York Univer­
sity; M.A., Columbia. Mr. Su- 
garman has been a research as­
sistant at Columbia and a clin­
ical psychologist at Walter Reed 
Army Hospital. Brook Army 
Medical Center, and most re­
cently at the 106th Army Gener­
al Hospital in Japan. He has 
done further graduate study at 
Columbia and CCNY.
STONE, CAROLE B.
Assistant Professor II - Eng­
lish; B.A., New York University; 
M.A., Rutgers. Mrs. Stone has 
done further graduate work at 
Rutgers. She has taught in the 
school systems of Denville, 
North Arlington, and Ruther­
ford.
SULLIVAN, TIMOTHY F.
Assistant Professor II - Phy­
sical Education; B.S. Cortland; 
M.S., Ithaca. Mr. Sullivan 
taught and coached at Tappan 
Zee H.S. and last year was a 
graduate assistant at Ithaca.
SWOPE, JIMMYLE L.
Assistant Professor II - Phy­
sical Education; B.A., Butler; 
M.A., Columbia. Mrs. Swope 
taught at Port Chester H. S San 
Jose City College, and Michi­
gan State University. She has 
done further graduate work at 
Michigan State, Mississippi, and 
the Connecticut College School 
of Dance and has danced profes­
sionally.
TAUBALD, RICHARD I).
Assistant Professor II - Stud­
ent Personnel; B.A., Hope; MA. 
Montclair. Mr. Taubald taught 
for three years at Sparta H. S. 
He was a full time graduate stu­
dent at Montclair this past year.
TERYEK. CHARLES J.
Assistant Professor H - Indus­
trial Education and Technology; 
B.A., M.A., Montclair. He has 
taught in Bridgewater-Raritan 
and Ridge H. S. in Bernards 
Township. Mr. Teryek has had 
industrial experience and has 
written several papers in his 
field.
TONKS. JANE B.
Assistant Professor II p Sci­
ence (Part-time): B.A.. Wilson; 
M.A., Bryn Mawr. Mrs. Tonks 
has been a research assistant at 
the Public Health Institute and
(Continued on Page 5)
Mr. Edward Yezo and Mr. Frank Turtons. assistants to the 
director of Life Hal. Mr. Yezo holds the post of assistant di­
rector of Life Hall; Mr. Turtons holds the post of graduate 
assistant in the personnel department.
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Mr. Roberts Named 
‘Quarterly’ Adviser New Pool at Panzer School Will Open In Near Future
The Quarterly, Montclair’s literary magazine, has Deen 
placed under the guidance of a new adviser, John P. Roberts. 
Mr. Roberts, a graduate of Union College and Columbia Uni­
versity, has been teaching at MSC for the past six years.
There will be no basic change in the Quarterly policy. 
Mr. Roberts is hoping for a literary magazine well balanced 
with drama (possibly a one-act play), fiction and poetry. He 
is sympathetic toward the crea­
tive fervor present on the Mont- . by the staff and writers. Their 
clair campus and wishes to dis-1 contributions display the cultur- 
Play this by way of his associa- j a] tone of the campus. He an-
tion with Quarterly. He be­
lieves that, through their liter­
ary works, authors give insight 
to new ideas and thoughts. He 
aims to give these authors a 
chance to express their ideas 
in Quarterly.
Enthusiastic
Thus far Mr. Roberts is plea­
sed with the enthusiasm shown
New Faculty
(Continued from Page 1)
an instructor in the School of 
Nursing of Albany Medical 
School.
VON DREELE, ELIZABETH
Assistant Professor - Speecn;
B.S., M.A.. Co umibia. Miss Vonij;ive writing class on Wednes- 
Dreele has also studied at North-1 days and Fridays at 10 A.M. 
western and the University of i It is neld in the glass enclosed 
Oslow International Summer | seminar room, northwest cor-
ticipates the continuation +hp. 
wAerest which was first stimu­
lated by William Dell, a former 
MSC faculty member. Mr. Dell 
brought abut a renaissance of 
poetry at Montclair in his posi­
tion as Quarterly adviser.
Much of the written matter 
published in Quarterly is a 
result of workshops held each 
Wednesday night, conducted by 
Robert Monda. These workshops 
serve as a means of furthering 
understanding and criticism for 
various literary works. All stu­
dents are encouraged to attend 
and try their hand at poetry, 
drama, or fiction
Writing Class
In addition to the workshops, 
Mr. Roberts conducts a crea-
A  suDject of special interest to most students is a campus 
pool now under construction. The new pooi will be housed 
in an addition to the Panzer Gym. It will be ready for general 
use within a few weeks. The pool is the second facility that 
has been built with the funds obtained from the recent New 
Jersey Bond referendum.
School. She has been a Speech 
Clinician in Glen Ridge. 
WALSH. WILLIAM C.
Assistant Professor II - Math­
ematics; B.A. Grove City, M.A., 
Montclair. Mr. Walsh has taught 
in Cincinnati. Saddle Brook. 
Fair Lawn, and was most re-
ner. of the second floor of Spra­
gue Library. He extends an op­
en invitation to the student bo­
dy to drop in with a literary 
‘short,”  on wnich the class will 
comment.
pool s ize
The width of the pool is 45 feet. 
The length of the pooi is 75 feet. 
At the shallow end the depth oi 
the is ZV2 ieti. The. hee,D-‘ 
est portion ' of the pooi des - 
cends to a depth of 13 feet. This 
area is located below the diving 
boards. There are two one-meter 
and one three-meter diving 
boards. The pool is divided into 
six swimming lanes which are 
eacn seven feet wide, .all ladders 
are built into the sides of the 
pool to remove any hazards.
The floor of the pool, the led­
ges, the gutters, and the mark­
ings are constructed of tile. The 
sides of the pooi are made oi 
fiberglass which is coated with 
epoxy, the strongest glue i n 
existence.
The new wing of Panzer (which 
easily lends itself tc both aesthet­
ic beauty and functional needs.) 
An outstanding heating and ven­
tilation system is an important 
feature of the building. Laminat­
ed wooden beams support the 
structure. The lighting is com­
posed of spotlights and conven­
tional fixtures that are attacned 
to the ceiling. There is a built-in i 
public address system that I
snould be most advantageous fcr 
communication purposes. Bleach­
ers for spectator use have oeen 
ordered.
Optimistic in Plans
Mr. Diogaui-,,. J. ■ 7jprdinator 
of pooi activities, is optimistic 
in his pians foç_ a swimming 
team. He will initiate the swim­
ming program with a swim­
ming club. He is confident that 
student interest in the club wiil 
eventually result in the forma - 
tion of a team. Mr. Dioguardi 
fagls that the new wing to the 
gym “ has outstanding facilities 
that incorporate everything nec - 
essary for a Varsity swimming 
team.” Also being planned is a 
life-saving instructional program.
Doctor Tews, head of the phys­
ical education department of 
Montclair State, is anxious t o 
have the new pooi suit the neeas 
of the faculty and the students. 
A schedule for open swimming 
sessions for students and faculty 
will be arranged, and it is hoped 
that the scneduie will accommo-
date the greatest number of peo­
ple, The possibility for such 
an activity as a student spiash - 
party also exists. Any students 
with ideas for an effective and 
varied swimming program are 
urged to voice their suggestions.
Sw ingline
Test yourself...
What do you see in the ink blots?
[1] A Japanese 
judo expert?
Just an ink spot? 
Mount Vesuvius?
Mr. Roberts also hopes to 
. have the talents of Quarterly 
cently chairman of the mathe- j authors recognized and publish-
matics department in Hillsdale 
Illinois. He was a graduate as­
sistant at Montclair. 1964-65. 
WOLFF. KENNETH C.
Assistant Professor II - Math­
ematics; B.A., Montclair: M.A..
ed in ‘little magazines.”  .The 
work oi Diane Wald, for ex­
ample, has been published by 
South and West Inc.) Quar­
terly itself is the recepient of 
the New Jersey Collegiate Press
T il*  Used Book S tar* operated 
by A lpha Phi Omega w ill he open 
lo r its fin a l day from  t  A .M . to 4 
P.M . on Friday. Oct. 13. Anyona  
who hat not claimed his hooks or 
m u tt do so on this day. 
receipts must be presented 
at this tim e. A ny books or money 
not claimed by 4 P .M . on Oct. 11 
w ill become Hie property of the 
Used Book Store.
Olsen’s Flowers
! FOR PROMS, DANCES 
COTILLION
662 Valley Rood 
Upper Montclair 
PI 6-3060
[2] An ax?
A Gene Autry saddle?
TOT Staplers?
(TOT Staplers!? What in..
This is a
Sw ingline
Tot Stapler
ii
Pennsylvania State. Mr. Wolff I Award presented in Spring, 1967. 
has been teaching at Ridgewood
H. S. and pursuing further grad­
uate studies at N.Y..U 
YEZO. EDWARD V.
Supervisor IH - Student Per­
sonnel; A.B., Curry; M. Ed., 
Springfield. Mr. Yezo was act­
ive in student personnel activi­
ties while an undergraduate at 
Curry and this past year was a 
fui time graduate student at 
Springfield.
Quarterly's goal is to con­
tinue 'becoming better The staff 
asks any students having lit­
erary magazines from other col­
leges to lend them to either Mr. 
Roberts or Paul Lersen.
The first issue of Quarterly 
will be published within the 
month. Be sure to pick up your 
copy and take a look at the liter­
ary side of MSC.
Home ni the Oancinn Hamburger
West’s Diner 
Rt. 46
Little Falls. N. J. in
Visit Our New Dining Room 
Where Good Friends Come to Eat and Meet
including 1000 staple« ) 
Larger size CUB Desk
Stapler only $ 1 . 6 9
Unconditionally guaranteed.
At any stationery, variety, or book store.
INC.
LONG ISLAND CITY. N Y. 11101
iBuisaies j*|de*g XO X  * 
auiooaq pjnoqs noA :sja|da*s XO X ‘ I»3“ *" 
-dtp ai noA :a{ppes Axjny auaQ y  ¡oAaq 
noA zaduia) Ajsbu b *aqM : xb a y  *g juo?i 
-buiSbuii ub )BqM ‘Aoq isnuinsa^ *unoj^ 
(BQipBjd aj.noA :jods j|ui aq j, spueq 
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13 OF MSC FACULTY 
RECEIVE PROMOTIONS
Dr. Thomas H. Richardson, President of Montclair State 
College, has announced the promotion of 13 members of the 
college faculty. Promoted were:
To professor— Dr. Lois G. Floyd, education; Dr. Clyde 
McElroy, speech; and Dr. John G. Redd, physical education.
To associate professor— Coach Henry M. Ferris, phy­
sical education: Dr. Leah K. Koditschek, science; Dr. Charles
Leavitt, English; Doris H. Rus- 
link; home economics; Thaddeus 
J. Sheft, co-director of the Audio- 
Visual Center; and Dr. Lillian 
J. Szklarczyk, French.
To assistant professor — Mrs. 
Victoria Filas, science; Peter F. 
Macaluso, history; George J. 
Petrello, business education; and 
Mrs. Marion Schiebel, fine arts.
A member of the faculty since 
1957, Dr. Floyd holds a bachel­
or’s degree from Texas Chris­
tian, master’s from the Univer­
sity of Texas, and Ph.D. from 
New York University. She has 
done research and cross cultur­
al studies in education and men­
tal health in Southeast Asia and 
is making a continuing study 
of Gypsy culture in Spain. Dr. 
Floyd is currently giving a 
series of lectures at the Har­
vard Club and the MIT Alumni 
Center, both in New York City.
Dr. McElroy holds B.A. and 
M.A. degrees from Baylor Un­
iversity with an Ed.D. from the 
University of Virginia. He joined 
the Montclair faculty in 1958 and- 
since that time has directed ap- 
proximatly 20 performances of 
Players, campus drama group. 
He has given demonstrations for 
the New Jersey Theatre League. 
Last spring he served as critic 
for the Drama Festival at Glass- 
boro.
aid and deter women from con­
tinuing their higher education 
after marriage.
Mr. Sheft was graduated from 
Montclair State in 1952 and has 
been associated with his alma 
mater ever since. He earned his 
M.A. at Montclair State in 1956.
A Phi Beta Kappa graduate of 
Hunter College, Dr. Sxklarcxyk 
holds a M.A. from Middlebury 
College and Ph.D. from the Un­
iversity of Pennsylvania. She 
has been at Montclair State since 
1959.
Mrs. Filas, earned B.A. and 
M.A. degrees at Montclair State 
and has been associated with the 
college since 1955.
Mr. Macaluso has a B.A. from 
St. Bonaventure University and 
M.A. from Seton Hall with ad­
ditional studies at New York Un­
iversity. He has been on the 
faculty for four years.
A graduate of Montclair State 
with a master’s from Seton Hall, 
Mr. Petrello has done work on 
his doctorate at New York Un­
iversity. He joined the faculty 
in 1964.
Mrs. Schiebel has been at 
Montclair State since 1960. She 
holds a B.A. from Brooklyn Col­
lege and M.A. from Columbia 
and has taken additional stu­
dies at New York University 
toward her doctor?»*''
Lecture Series 
Will Focus Upon 
Gains in English
An opportunity to learn of new 
ideas, methods, and techni­
ques in the field of high school 
English instruction will be of­
fered with the initiation of a new 
lecture series, sponsored jointly 
by the Prospective Teacher Fel­
lowship Fund and the English 
department of MSC. The lecture 
series began on Oct. 11.
English fellows, English meth­
ods students, and interested fac- 
uty attending the series will learn 
of the latest developments de­
signed to aid the teacher in pre­
senting material and also hear 
reports about what is being done 
at various curriculum centers.
The lecturers will be well- 
known and acknowledged ex­
perts in their fields. The first 
speaker in the series, Mrs. Ad- 
ele Stern, chairman of the Eng­
lish department at Montclair 
High School, talked about the 
use of films in high school Eng­
lish courses. Mrs. Stern has 
studied at Fordham University 
with Father John Ulkin.
A goal of the series, besides 
serving to enlighten partici­
pants about the many new in­
novations in English education 
in the secondary school, will 
be to give the visiting experts 
an opportunity to find out what 
is being done at Montclair State 
as well.
The lectures will be held in 
Room 304 in the College Hall 
building. The dates and topics of 
future lectures, as well as the j 
names of speakers, will be re -! 
leased at a later date!
"  Becker Appointed Acting 
Graduate Associate Dean
Montclair State College welcomes the appointment of 
Dr. Joseph F. Becker as acting associate dean in charge of 
graduate studies. Dr. Becker, appointed by Dr. Thomas H. 
Richardson, President of the college, will act in this capacity 
for approximately one year. Dr. Edward J. Ambry, the 
regular associate dean of graduate studies, is on a leave 
from the college to direct a study of outdoor education pro­
grams in New Jersey.
faculty since 1957, has been ac­
tive in various physical educa­
tion and health groups on the 
state, district and national level. 
He is currently president of the 
New Jersey Association for 
Health, Physical Education and 
Recreation and is a member of 
the Board of Trustees of the 
Essex County Heart Associa­
tion. He graduated from Ohio 
State, and received his M.S. and 
Ph.D. degrees from University 
of Michigan.
Mr. Ferris has been on the 
faculty since 1960 and has been 
football coach since 1966. He 
has also coached wrestling for 
the past three years. He attend­
ed Michigan State and earned 
B.A. and M.A. degrees at Sy­
racuse.
A member of the faculty since 
1961, Dr. Kodilschek received 
her B.A. from Hunter College, 
where she was elected to Phi 
Beta Kappa. She holds a an M.A. 
from Oberlin, a Ph.D from Rut­
gers, and specializes in bacterio­
logy.
Dr. Leavitt, a member of the 
faculty since 1961, received a 
B.S. degree from Gorham State 
College in Maine, M.A. from Bos­
ton University, and Ph.D. from 
the University of Wisconsin, and 
is currently doing work in li­
brary and bibliography at Co­
lumbia.
M iu Ruslink, a graduate of the 
State University of New York 
at Buffalo with a master’s from 
New York University, has been 
on the faculty for ten years. 
Earlier this year she was awar­
ded the BPW’s Lena Lake For­
rest Fellowship Award to pur­
sue research on factors which
Dr. Becker has a very diver­
sified background in his own 
educational experience and tea­
ching experiences. He was gra­
duated from Harvard University 
with a major in biochemistry, re­
ceived an M.Ed degree from the 
University of Delaware and an­
other masters and Ed.D. from 
Columbia University. He has had 
17 years of teaching experience, 
including seven years of high 
school teaching in Woodstown 
and Union, and 10 years of col­
lege teaching in Montclair State 
College as an associate profes­
sor of chemistry. He is a mem­
ber of American Men of Science. 
During World War II, Dr. Beck­
er taught cryptography for the 
United States Army Air Force.
Dr. Becker and his wife, Ca­
therine, have two small sons, 
Joseph II and Martin. Mrs. 
Becker is a graduate of Mont­
clair State College, class of 1963. 
She was in a general chemistry 
class taught by Dr. Becker at the 
college. After acting as his lab 
assistant for three years, they 
did not meet again until she re­
turned for her masters. Then 
they were married. They have 
just moved to 95 Wildwood Ave­
nue in Upper Montclair. Dr.
Becker, a gardening enthusiast, 
regrets selling the two acres 
of his previous home, but looks 
forward to specializing in tu­
berous begonias and chrysan­
themums at his new residence.
Dr. Becker has much to say 
about his recent appointment, 
about Montclair State College, 
and about the Graduate Division. 
Working about a month during 
the summer) Dr. Becker already 
finds the work challenging. Al­
though he enjoys it, he misses 
his teaching classes. He firmly 
believes that, “Montclair State’s 
Graduate Division is the finest 
graduate school for secondary 
school teachers in the area.”  He 
would urge any person further­
ing his teaching career to strong­
ly consider it. He especially 
notes the strong concentration 
in subject matter in the grad­
uate studies.
In connection with future plans 
Dr. Becker shares the hopes and 
plans of Dr. Ambry. These in­
clude an increase in study of­
ferings to the students, as well 
as an expanding graduate en­
rollment. The »Graduate Division 
is working toward a longer day 
for graduate studies and the in­
clusion of a liberal arts degree.
5  On Campus withMaxÔhuIman
(By the author of "Rally Round the Flag, B oys!", 
"Dobie G illis" etc.)
THERE ARE NO BAD TEACHERS; 
THERE ARE ONLY BAD STUDENTS
The academic year has only just begun and already 
one thing is clear : you’re not ready for college.
What, then, should you do? Should you throw up your 
hands and quit? I say no! I say you must attack, grapple, 
cope ! I say America did not become the world’s leader in 
motel construction and kidney transplants by running 
away from a fight !
To the question then : You say you’re not ready for col­
lege. You’re too green, too naive. You lack maturity.
Okay, the answer is simple: get mature. How? Well 
sir, to achieve maturity you need two things :
a) a probing mind ;
b) a vest.
A probing mind will be quickly yours if you’ll remem­
ber that education consists not of answers but of ques­
tions. Blindly accepting information and dumbly 
memorizing data is high school stuff. In college you don’t 
just accept. You dispute, you push, you pry, you chal­
lenge. If, for instance, your physics prof says, “ E equals 
me squared,” don’t just write it down. Say to the prof. 
“Why?”
This will show him two things :
a) Your mind is a keen, thrusting instrument.
b) You are in the wrong major.
Ask questions, questions, and more questions. That is 
the essence of maturity, the heart and liver of education. 
Nothing will more quickly convince the teachers that you 
are of college calibre. And the tougher your questions, 
the better. Come to class with queries that dart and flash, 
that make unexpected sallies into uncharted territory. 
Ask things which have never been asked before, like 
"How tall was Nietzsche?” and “ Did the Minotaur have 
ticks? If so, were they immortal?” and “ How often did 
Pitt the Elder shave?”
(Incidentally, you may never know the complete an­
swer to Pitt the Elder’s shaving habits, but of one thing 
you can be positive: no matter how often he shaved and 
no matter what blades he used, he never enjoyed the 
shaving comfort that you do. I am assuming, of course, 
that you use Personna Super Stainless Steel Blades, a 
logical assumption to make when one is addressing col­
lege men—which is to say men of perspicacity, discrimi­
nation, wit, taste, cognizance, and shrewdness—for 
Personna is a blade to please the perspicacious, delight 
the discriminating, win the witty, tickle the tasteful, 
coddle the cognizer, and shave the shrewd.
(I bring up Personna Super Stainless Steel Blades be­
cause the makers of Personna Super Stainless Steel 
Blades pay me to write this column, and they are in­
clined to sulk if I omit to mention their product. I would 
not like to see them unhappy, the makers of Personna, 
for they are fine ruddy men, fond of morris dancing and 
home brewed root beer, and they make a blade that 
shaves closely and cleanly, nicklessly and hacklessly, and 
is sharp and gleaming and durable and available both in 
double-edge style and Injector style.
(And from these same bounteous blademakers comes 
Burma-Shave, regular or menthol, a lather that out- 
lathers other lathers, brother. So if you’d rather lather 
better, and soak your whiskers wetter, Burma-Shave’s 
your answer.)
But I digress. We have now solved the problem of 
maturity. In subsequent columns we’ll take up other is­
sues, equally burning. Since 1953 when this column first 
started running in your campus paper, we’ve tackled 
such thorny questions as “ Can a student of 19 find hap­
piness with an economics professor o f 90?”  and “ Should 
capital punishment for pledges be abolished?”  and “ Are 
room-mates sanitary?” Be assured that in this, our 14th 
year, we will not be less bold.
*  *  *  ©  19SI, Max Shulman
The maker» of Personna Super Stainle*» Steel Blade» 
(double-edge or Injector) and Burma-Shave (regular 
or menthol) are pleated (or apprehensive) to bring you 
another year of Max Shulman’» uninhibited, uncen­
sored column.
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The Carlisle Trio, one of the favorite acts at alley club.
Entertainment Informal
JUNIORS GRANTED 
EXCUSED ABSENCES
FOR ED. REQUIREMENT
An important breakthrough in administration-student 
relations was made official Fri., Sept. 29, as Dean Morehead 
and the education department proposed a basic modification 
in the 30 hour teacher assistance program for juniors.
At the final meeting between the Dean, Dr. Walter and 
James Cottingham, and presidents Don Usherson and Tom 
Stepnowski of the junior class and SGA respectively, it 
was decided that all juniors in the
the Teacher Education 203 cour- J an injustice was being done be- 
ses would be excused from clas- cause of the great amount of
ses for two full days to help 
them fulfill the requirements 
of the new program.
The meetings were prompted 
'by the discontent which erupted 
throughout the class over the 
change from the traditional Ju­
nior Week to the 30-hour pro­
gram. Junior Week has been five 
days of cancelled classes for ob­
servation at a high school of 
the students' choice. This sem­
lnconvemence and practical 
problems this new program cre­
ated such as: conflicts with re­
gularly scheduled classes, in­
ability to find two or more free 
hours at one time between eight 
o’clock and three (which is re­
quired), and transportation dif­
ficulties.
On Mon., Sept. 25, Usherson, 
presented these “ grievances” to
At MSC’s Alley Club
Checkered tablecloths, colored lights, good music— this 
is the setting of Alley Club, a great place to go on Friday 
nights. Students are invited to relax and make new friends 
in Alley Club’s informal atmosphere. Alley Club is a CLUB- 
sponsored activity featuring free admission, free refresh­
ments, and free entertainment.
Folk entertainment is provided by Montclair students. 
Sometimes there are as many as
ester, without any notice at all, 
the education department felt 
that a change to 30 hours 
of the students’ own time 
spent participating in classroom 
activities rather than just obser­
ving would be much more ben­
eficial to the prospective teach­
ers.
Injustices Cited
Many of the juniors felt that
twelve acts a mght. While no 
list of coming entertainment is THE BIRTHDAY PARTY
by Bonnie Marranca
“How are the corn flakes?”
“OK.”
“Are they good?”
“ Y ep”
And The Birthday Party began . . .
A  fascinating comedy of menace, this Harold Pinter play 
ranges from slightly humorous to highly dramatic. It is a 
gripping, interesting play which 
holds society up to a mirror.
available, many past performers 
will, no douibt, be playing at 
some future date. These students 
include: Paul Larsen, Jack Per- 
illo. Jack Carone, Jeff Bleeke, 
Debra Showers, Sherry Silver, 
and Jane Bogossian.
Alley Club Chairman, Andy 
Paterna, has announced that si- 
len films will be an addition 
to the evenings’ activities. A 
Charlie Chaplin film was shown 
last Friday. Films of Laurel 
and Hardy and of W.C. Fields 
are scheduled for future eve­
nings.
Although admission to Alley 
Club is free for all Montclair 
students, there is a fifty-cent
Thus far in the theatre season, 
The Birthday Party has been the 
only show to “light” Broadway. 
The others, it seems, are cursing 
the darkness.
Filled with suspense, irony, 
symbolism, and malice, The 
Birthday Party is brilliantly di­
rected by Alan Schneider. There 
is no distinctive plot to the play 
but rather a series of bizarre 
events.
around the room—'with a horrify­
ing look on his face. He races 
faster and faser almost in a fren­
zy . .  . till he is beyond control of 
himself... you sit on the edge of 
the seat in a stupor... louder 
and louder he beats the drum. . 
he breaks the sticks... the cur­
tain comes down for the first 
time.
Goldberg (Ed Flanders) and 
Me Cann (Edward Winter) are 
two men who take rooms at Meg
charge for all visitors who are 
not from Montclair State Col­
lege. This charge does not af­
fect dates of Montclair students, 
however, as an SGA card ad­
mits both student and date. All 
Montclair students are reminded 
to bring their SGA cards to Al­
ley Club in the future.
Man against man. man against 
society, lack of communication... 
“ How’s the weather?”
“OK”
“What are you doing Petey?” 
“ Eating. Leave me aione.” 
Petey (Henderson Forsythe)
and Petey’s house. They disrupt 
the whole existence of the people 
living there; they attend Stan­
ley’s party. Goldberg verbally 
tries to break Stanley; Me Cann 
a no Stanley engage in physical 
combat with hardly a motive.
The birthday party itself is a
The overflowing crowds in Life 
Hall’s lower lounge are a testa­
ment to Alley Club’s growing pop­
ularity. As a result, Alley Club 
will be neld in the larger Grace 
Freeman cafeteria next Friday 
evening, Oct. 13, from 8 to 12 
P.M. See you there!
and Meg (Ruth White) are the 
disenchanted couple who sit 
everyday at breakfast and talk; 
but they don’t speak to one 
another. This is the key to The 
Birthday Party — the nonsensi­
cal language that exists in the 
liver of all men.
MACBETH 
Ticket Sales 
Begin
at the Box Office 
Oct. 23. 1967 
Free With SGA Card
What little action there is in 
this play revolves around Stan­
ley (James Patterson), whose 
birthday it is. Patterson is su­
perb as the tired-of-existing, 
disheveled and disturbed youth. 
Almost a modern day hippie, he 
does not work; he is isolated 
from society and from himself.
Stanley spends most of his 
time ir. depression. He gruffly 
dismisses Meg who tries to se­
duce him. When she presents j 
him with a drum for his birth- j 
day, he beats the drum wildly I
violent, extraordinary scene. Ab­
sorbing, macabre, suspenseful — 
a party you wish you will never 
attend! Lights go out — Lulu 
(Alexandra Berlin), Stanley’s 
friend, is stretched across a table 
with Stanley, his features dis­
torted and pained, leaning over 
her. . . .
The next morning Stanley is 
seated in the living room in a 
conservative suit, his glasses 
hroken, his hair combed. Gold­
berg and Me Cann begin shout­
ing at him, yelling questions, 
answers. . .anything. Stanley 
shakes his head, turns away, 
nods, shouts. Me Cann shakes 
Stanley. Stanley can’t see; he 
can’t speak, Goldberg shouts. 
Stanley looks up, his eyes graze 
the room, he starts to say some--
presented these “ grievences” to 
Dean Blanton, who immediately 
arranged a meeting for the for­
mer and Tom Stepnoiwski to 
meet with Dr. Walter. The pro­
blems were then debated at great 
length and concluded with a 
class cancellation proposal made 
by the class president. Upon mu­
tual agreement, the problem was 
then brought before Dean More- 
head who along with Dr. Walter 
and Mr. Cottingham consented 
to work out some type of mod­
ification.
The proposal brought before 
Usherson and Stepnowski „n Fri­
day and finally agreed upon 
was that of dividing the sections 
into three groups and excusing 
the groups from all classes on the 
next three Mondays and Tuesdays 
allowing each group to take one 
of the pair of days off. These 
two days are in addition to the j 
eight days of excusai from tea- I 
cher ed. class already granted j 
to the juniors by the education | 
department.
Dr. Usherson commented af- i 
ter the conferences :
“ This has certainly shown the 
student body, or at least the ju­
nior class, that if things are 
handled in the mature and pro­
per manner, the administration 
is willing to listen and do what 
is at all reasonable and possible 
to meet them halfway in con­
nection with problems and de­
cisions that affect them, their 
college life, and their education. ”
thing. . . “Ga, UK, Ughg, Ca.”  
He can’t speak.
The Birthday Parly is every­
thing a real birthday party isn’t 
— violent, terrifying, menacing. 
But this isn’t like a real party. 
It is absurd — theatre of the 
absurd, that is. An excellent cast 
coupled with an excellent play­
wright and director make The! 
| Birthday Party a more than ex- 
j eellent play. It is more than just 
! worth your while to see it.
FREE FLU SHOTS to student» 
at Student Health Centre, Run 
Hall. If next allergic to egg«, 
request parents' consent in 
writing (if under 21). Hours: 
1-3:30 P.M. Monday thru Fri­
day. Also available to faculty 
! and staff at minimal charge.
MSC Library 
Features Work 
O f Young Artist
Young artists from 3 to 16 will 
have their work on view at Mont­
clair State, Oct. 3 through 24. 
The exhibit in the foyer of Spra­
gue Library will feature work 
done in the Junior Museum Arts 
Workshops at the Newark Muse­
um. Approximately 50 children 
will be represented with samples 
of almost every media, includ­
ing, sculpture, painting, drawing 
and collage.
According to Mr. Barnes, di­
rector, the Museum’s aim is to 
expand environmental realiza­
tions through personal experi­
ence with art materials in em- 
pathetic and guiding surround­
ings. “An exciting and growing 
acquaintance with art works 
from the Museum’s collections,”  
he said, “may serve as catalyst 
to the children’s imagination.”  
The result, he notes, is evidenced 
in the work to be exhibited.
The children’s exhibition is one 
of a series being planned by the 
Montclair State art department 
for the coming year. Currently 
textiles by MSC students are on 
display. Future dates include: 
fine arts faculty, Oct. 31 — Nov. 
21; award winners, Newark Ar­
tist’s Workshop, Jan. 16 — Feb. 
3; guest artist, Sally Robinson. 
Feb. 6—24; pottery by William 
McCreath, Feb. 27 — Mar. 16; 
graduate students, March 19 — 
May 4; and Senior Graphics, 
May 7 -±"3 U1U. 5 Another exhi- 
hibrtion, “ Poster Originals, Limi­
ted,”  is tentatively set for Dec. 
1—15.
All exhibits are open to the 
public free of charge.
Student» who did nut register 
th e ir o ff-cam p ui addresses a t regi»- 
tration  tim e Ih e tild  repart th e ir  
off-cam pus addresses to the Hous­
ing Office. 217 College Hall, as 
soon as passible. This inform ation  
Is needed in case o f em ergency. 
Men should contact M r. Richard  
Tsubald and women students 
should see Mrs. Redd. A n y  change 
In address during the year slseuld 
be reported prom ptly.
JACK WOHL WILL 
PAY »100 FOR 
THE RIGHT 
"PIXls"!
ENTER the “PlXie” college con- 
*  test —it could be yours! Firsr 
prize for the best original “PlXie” 
idea is $100. Even if your “PlXie”
1 doesn’t win, Jack Wohl will pay 
you $5 if he uses it in his syndi­
cated column. All you need is a 
copy of “PlXies” — the new car­
toon sensation — plus official con­
test entry card. Ask your campus 
bookseller for both.
PIXies
by Jack W ohl
Only $1 at your college bookstore 
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc.
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Communications
Communications have become an interest­
ingly significant problem in our contempo­
rary society. It would seem that very few 
people are able to communicate effectively. 
Even fewer people seem to care about com­
munications. W e of the Montdarion have 
realized that various attitudes toward com­
munications exist here at Montclair. We 
would like to examine some of the most pre­
dominant attitudes and offer a few com­
ments (which you may or may not accept 
depending on your mood or intelligence).
We were gratified to read about the stu­
dents’ changing role at our college in the 
President’s message of the last Montdarion. 
Such an approach of student involvement, 
which has long characterized our college 
administration, is indeed refreshing in the 
academic community. W e are impressed with 
our administration’s fervor in these areas. 
Students can make valid suggestions in the 
area of college planning. The student view- 
point usually brings a new dimension to the 
outlook on the problem and adds to its 
speedy solution.
We of the Montdarion have become a- 
ware of our role in campus communications. 
Due to major additions in staff we have been 
able to expand our coverage of campus acti­
vities. W e find, however, that many of those 
who pretend to care about good communica­
tions, would not devote any time to help in 
developing these communications. It was in­
deed disappointing to see many of our most 
competent reporters rudely turned away by 
those who are too “busy” to be interviewed. 
It’s rather difficult to produce a good news­
paper without cooperation. Let’s cooperate so 
that we can begin to communicate.
Our final comments on communication 
are directed once again to the Student Gov­
ernment Association legislature which seems 
to be the group of people who don’t care about 
attempting to communicate. Vested, personal 
interests of many legislators continue to 
preclude the effective and meaningful work­
ings of this body. W e find ourselves extre­
mely disappointed by the apparent waste of 
good student government potential.
Good communications require much 
thought and effort. W e are grateful to those 
at MEC who have taken the lead in estab­
lishing good communications. W e hope more 
will follow in their footsteps.
A Matter of Necessity?
Many critics of education have debated 
the necessity of teacher-training colleges. 
The so-called “teachers’ college” is on the 
decline and in its stead is the four year li­
beral arts college which offers majors in 
education. To many, this is the ideal situa­
tion, as the element of choice is more pro­
nounced. You might say, “Doesn’t one choose 
to go to teachers’ college.” There are many 
reasons why one -does elect to attend a 
state teachers’ college, and the least of 
these is not the financial reason.
In the same vein, because of this dis­
interest in the teaching profession, teachers’
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colleges are turning out persons who per­
haps will teach for the required two-year 
term and never return. Even Chancellor of 
Higher Education Dungan realizes the imper­
fections of this system, and in a recent con­
ference, has suggested doing away with this 
two-year minimum teaching requirement 
dictated by the administration.
Perhaps what would be more beneficial 
for all involved would be a change-over to 
all four-year liberal arts colleges with an 
elective fifth year of study in methods of 
teaching and/or supervised teacher training. 
Teaching certificates would only be granted 
to those candidates who have proven their 
competence and loyalty to the profession 
after a prescribed number of years. Perhaps 
this reorganized and realistic proposal 
would turn out a more dedicated and more 
qualified brand of teacher.
Hipp ies in Hibernation
Following a recent discussion of the na­
ture and characteristics of “hippies” in the 
Publications Office, we of the Montdarion 
staff came to this conclusion: Hippies are 
a rare species who thrive on love-ins, pot­
smoking, and looking at the world through 
rose-colored glasses, but whose species be­
comes dormant in the winter months. This 
observation can be attributed to the fact that, 
like the well-known fable of the grasshopper 
and the ant, many a hippie has danced and 
strummed his guitar all the summer long 
and now is faced with the cold realities of 
winter; what to eat and where to sleep. 
Without money from a good paying job, even 
the most “turned on” hippie will soon grow 
hungry and cold.
The question remains: Where have all 
the hippies gone? There are few in evidence 
now in Washington Square Park, a place 
famed for their location. Have they all 
flown west, contrary to the course of the 
swallows; are they really in hibernation? A  
more optimistic, but less likely, venture 
would be that hippies are now masquerading 
as our busy Madison Avenue executives or 
hospital volunteers or hat check girls or con­
struction workers. Have hippies been forgot­
ten or just replaced by new interests (such 
as the daily pleasures and pressures that 
the college scene entails)? Where have all 
the hippies gone? Turn around: that guy 
with the little red beard and spectacles may 
be sitting right next to you in class, with 
his guitar tucked nicely away in his brief 
case.
Positions are now open to all students who 
are interested in working on the MONTCLAR- 
ION staff as reporters, editorial assistants, and 
typists.
Those people interested in make-up. proof 
reading, and business are particularly needed. 
Name Class of
Campus Address
Telephone Major
Journalistic position desired
FILL OUT FORM AND PRESENT AT 
PUBLICATIONS OFFICE.
LIFE HALL
from
The President’s Desk
REORGANIZING FOR INSTRUCTION
The historical concept of higher education as a process 
in which a professor teaches 20 or 30 students is being chal­
lenged on every side. Talented lecturers teaching 100 or 200 
students, educational television, and other modem communi­
cation devices are being proposed as more efficient techniques 
for educating. Much experimentation in these various ar­
rangements for educating has 
process. The Social Science de­
partment of our own college has 
tried various ways of grouping 
students for effective instruction 
and some large-group instruc­
tion has been included in these 
experiments. Pioneer work in 
using television as a means of 
instruction was done here at 
Montclair. Dr. E. DeAlton Part­
ridge, while President at Mont­
clair (working with the Audio- 
Visual center and various depar- 
ments) did work in educational 
television which will be recorded 
in the history of that movement. 
Lack of adequate financing in 
the 1950’s caused the curtailment 
of educational television at Mon- 
clair and thus our initiative was 
lost.
No secret formula has been 
discovered for effective teaching 
and it is not my purpose in this 
article to propose a new specific 
instructional arrangement. It is 
significant, however, that teach­
ing — kindergarten through uni­
versity — is in a state of unrest 
and that many people are trying 
to discover more effective 
methods of instruction. The prob­
lem is many faceted and a naive 
approach to the nature of the 
teaching-learning process is dan­
gerous. Does teaching-learning 
consist of more than just convey­
ing and memorizing facts? If the 
memorization of facts were our 
only objective then there seems 
little doubt that machines can 
do a better job of teaching than 
teachers. If teaching-learning 
also has to do with the develop­
ment of values, critical judge­
ment, and the refinement of 
feelings, then care will need to 
be taken to insure that new 
arrangements in the process of 
education achieve the correct 
objectives.
It seems to me that one thing
gone on and much more is in
is absolutely certain. Our college, 
to survive as a modern educa­
tional institution, will need to 
experiment with some other than 
the conventional methods of in­
struction. Montclair is applying 
for a large allocation of money 
for educational television (in the 
vicinity of $100,000) and a joint 
student-administration effort is 
being made to acquire an educa­
tional radio station. I am confi­
dent that through the creativity 
of our excellent faculty many 
other new instructional techni­
ques will be tried. We are now 
behind the times in computerized 
instruction and in experimenta­
tion with teaching techniques 
generally.
The fine professor who prefers 
the conventional class arrange­
ment need not feel threatened 
by the college’s movement into 
an era of experimentation in 
the teaching-learning process. 
We will maintain enough flexibi­
lity in our scheduling to allow 
professors to work with students 
in ways which are desired by 
them and most effective in 
achieving the goals of education.
Perhaps as we get further into 
the question we will discover 
that the talents of some of our 
very outstanding lecturers can 
be appreciated by a much great­
er number of students through 
using modern communication 
devices. After much experimen­
tation, perhaps we will discover 
that the best arrangement in 
education is the old one built on 
a professor teaching a small 
group of students — but now is 
the time to try some alter­
natives.
Thomas H. Richardson
CO-OPERATIVE 
fiTUPENT - ADrUM\STRAT10K
relations
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Letters to the Editor
 ^ SGA Budget *
Dear Editor,
A question has arisen as to the 
* validity of my request to table 
the SGA Budget. I would like to 
take this opportunity to explain 
my reasons for doing so.
It was decided at the Budget 
Meeting of the SGA Legislature 
last year, that the legislators 
f would have a copy of the budget 
at their disposal one week prior 
to the voting meeting. This was 
not done. I find it impossible for 
myself to vote on a quarter of a 
million dollars without careful 
consideration.
Although I respect the de­
cisions of the SGA Financial 
Committee, I still feel that it is 
my responsibility to the students 
of Montclair to spend some time 
reviewing any issue as impor­
tant as the budget.
Sincerely yours, 
Leonard H. Elovitz 
SGA rep. 
class of ’68
« SGA Legislator Speaks
To the Editor:
One experiences a personal 
discouragement when faced with 
the cruel fact that our present 
means of student communication 
is used as a channel for releas 
ing the effects of one’s injured 
emotions. The purpose of the 
Moniclaxion is to inform the 
student body, and not to function 
as the battleground for petty 
vendettas.
The last edition of our school 
newspaper, unfortunately, be­
came the victim of such imma­
ture practice. The point in ques­
tion was the most unnecessary, 
belittling, insipid, and tactless 
letter of Miss Dime. Her unpro­
fessional display of childish ven 
geance against another member 
of the same organization was 
quite appalling. One may only 
question the competence that 
this person possesses as an offi­
cer of our Student Government 
Association.
This reader, as an acting legis­
lator of the same organization, 
believed that Mr. Elovitz voted 
, for a tabling of the budget solely 
in the interest of his constitu­
ency. The integrity of Mr. Elo­
vitz extends far beyond the ex­
ploitation of his legislative posi­
tion for personal reasons.
The Student Government Asso­
ciation strives for unity among 
its members, and progress for 
the student body of our college. 
How is Miss Dime to maintain | 
our objectives as a governing 
body with the public display of 
such irrelevant nonsense? Miss 
Dime’s ignorance of journalistic 
ethics remains blatant and self- 
defeating, and is an insult to the 
concerned student of Montclair 
State College.
Sincerely,
Mark Rudnick: Speech, ’70
most of the students who take 
an active interest in their student 
government are also those stu­
dents who are active in the vari­
ous organizations designed to 
increase as well as to stimulate 
student interest in the college 
community; this small group of 
students is commonly known as 
a student activists group.
In no way do I feel that Miss 
Janice Dime is lax or incompe­
tent in her job as SGA Treasur­
er. What I do question -  and I’m 
sure other legislators also ques­
tion -  is the “ It’s your SGA, by 
appointment only” attitude that 
has been condescended to us by 
the SGA officers. The question 
of Mr. Elovitz’s motion to table 
the budget came about as a re­
sult of this attitude and, expli­
citly Miss Janice Dime’s.
Because the campus commu­
nity is in effect a microcosm of 
American society, it is the duty 
of representatives of the people 
to protect the interests of those 
people to the best of their ability; 
and many of the legislators feel 
that this interest includes the 
proper distribution of their mo­
ney to the various Class I organi­
zations. If a lack of experience 
and obvious conflicts of interest 
are to be misconstrued as belli­
gerency on the part of the legis­
lators, co-operation within the 
SGA cannot be expected. It is 
the legislature’s responsibility to 
appropriate money, and it can 
only do so justly when it is al­
lowed to take a look at the facts.
Miss Dime, if in our attempt 
to protect our own interests, and 
of more importance the interests 
of the people we represent, we 
have offended you, we apologize 
for that. But you cannot expect 
us to sit idly back and not ques­
tion what might appear to us to 
be an arbitrary decision backed 
by an attempt to ramrod it past 
us.
As long as only a small mino­
rity of student activists continue ¡ 
to become involved in organiza­
tions as well as SGA, this situ­
ation will persist. Only when the 
students as a whole take an 
active interest in the affairs of 
their college community can the 
activists sit back and concen­
trate on their vested interests, 
wherever they may lie.
Sincerely,
Frank D. Cnipps 
Social Science Rep.
SEAM SLANT
“Where are you going . . This is the theme of many 
folk songs. It is a question that is applicable to the teaching 
profession. W e have to ask ourselves where the profession, is 
heading and what our part in the change will be. Will we 
innovate, or will we resort to the “old, tried and true” meth­
ods of teaching! the safe and comfortable “system.”
New ideas abound in this year of change. The juniors are 
participating in a Teacher Assis­
tance Program that will show 
them more of the real world of 
the teacher than they would nor­
mally see during “Junior Obser­
vation Week.”  The experience 
should be accepted as that — 
an experience. While there may 
be some physical problems at 
first, the student should take ad­
vantage of the opportunity to ob­
serve several different methods 
of teaching or even several ex­
perimental approaches to their 
subjects, if taught at the school.
“Where are you going. . , 
on Oct. 22, 1967? On that date, 
a Sunday afternoon, there will be 
a Teacher Rights Rally at the
Richardson
(Continued from Page 1)
C. Douglass Dillon, Former 
U. S. Secretary of the Treasury;
Mr. John H. Ford, Member of 
the State League of Women Vo­
ters Higher Education Commit­
tee;
Donald C. Luce, Chairman of 
the Board of Trustees, Newark 
College of Engineering;
William H. McLean, Secretary 
of Stevens Institute of Techno­
logy;
John M. Seabrook. President 
of International Utilities Corpor­
ation and General Water Works 
Corporation;
George F. Smith, President of 
the State Board of Education;
Dr. Deborah Wolfe, Director 
of the House Committee on Edu­
cation.
C.L.U.B. Presents:
October 21 — Homecoming 
Concert — Phil Ochs and 
Jackie Vernon, 8:30 P.M., 
Panzer Gym.
October 22 — Movie "Ship of 
Fools” —Panzer Gym, 7:30 
P.M.
SGA Legislator Speaks 
To the Editor:
As a new student legislator, 
representing the social science 
department, as well as being an 
executive member of a Class I 
organization, I am well aware 
of the vested Interests that are 
now incorporated in the Student 
Government. Unfortunately,
Just a reminder to the departments. Do you know who 
your representatives are? It might be a good idea to find out 
who they are and make sure they attend the legislature meet­
ings. Judging by the poor attendance records certain legis­
lators have, YOU are being left out. You have no say in policy 
and financial matters that effect you daily.
Did you ever practice a sport for two and one half hours 
a day, pass up a good job oppcw-
tunity to entertain and represent 
your school, nurse a battered 
and bruised body nightly and 
then after all this sacrifice run 
out on the field Saturday and 
see a handful of people up in 
the stands giving you support? 
How would you feel? I’ll tell you 
how you’d feel — you’d feel like 
quitting. Let’s get out there and 
give OUR team the support they 
duly deserve. Besides football,
there’s also soccer and cross­
country or didn’t you know that.
Freshmen -- October 19 you 
have an election of class officers 
and Student Government Repre­
sentatives. Make a good start 
and get out and vote.
Homecoming — drop around — 
you might enjoy yourself.
Tom Stepnowksi, 
President — S.GJt.
Asbury Park Convention Hall at 
2 P.M. To make it easy to show 
your support for the rights of 
teachers to control their own 
professional association, there 
will be a special train leaving 
from Penn Station in Newark 
going to the Rally. It will leave 
at 10:40 A.M. and it will cost 
only $3.40 round trip. Any one 
interested in going down in a 
group from MSC can sign up 
on the list posted on the new 
SEAM bulletin board outside of 
the education office in College 
Hall.
“ Where are you going. . . . ” 
on Oct. 23, when we will hold 
the second general SEAM meet­
ing? We will have a special 
speaker at the meetng — Mr. 
Leo Culloo. His speech should 
be interesting and stimulating. 
He will speak on Education and 
Law Enforcement and time will 
be provided for a question and 
answer period.
“Where are you going . . .”  
when there are young students 
who need your help? We are 
starting a Volunteer Tutoring 
Program at MSC to help these 
students, to provide the oppor­
tunity for teacher education stu­
dents to get more time to work 
with students in a teacher-stu­
dent relationship, and to have a 
program on campus that will pro­
vide an amount of special train­
ing in the dynamics of the one- 
to-one form of education. A 
short meeting will be held for 
those who are interested in work­
ing with the program on Oct. 17, 
1967 at 4 P.M., when there are 
virtually no classes scheduled, in 
room C — 228. Dr. Peckham 
and Mr. Stover will be there to 
answer any questions and help 
with the orientation of the Tu­
tors. Remember “ If you care— 
you’ll be there.”
Robert Grace 
President of SEAM
Homecoming
(Continued from Page 1)
and combined conerts in Carne­
gie Hall, Queens College, and 
many other places.
He has appeared on radio and 
television shows and specials, 
at festivals such as Newport 
Folk Festival, Berkely Folk Fes­
tival, The Beaulieu World Fes­
tival in England, and festivals 
in New York, Philadelphia, and 
Boston. Phil has toured the Bri­
tish Isles, Norway, and Den­
mark.
Jackie Vernon
Jackie went from a CBS "Cel­
ebrity Talent Scouts” appear­
ance to a booking for three ap­
pearances on Jack Paar’s na­
tionwide show. He has been a 
guest more than 15 times on the 
Ed Sullivan Show. He has acted 
with Jerry Lewis, Joey Bishop, 
and Johnny Carson. He will ap­
pear this season on The Dean 
Martin Show, and is signed for 
a series of engagements at the 
Flamingo Hotel in La Vegas.
Critics and stars have praised 
Jackie Vernon: Bob Hope called 
him “ the greatest talent I’ve ev­
er seen,” and writers Frank Far- 
rel, Robert Aldon of the New 
York Times, Ron Pataky, Don 
Ham of the Washington Post, 
have made similar comments.
Jackie has spoken of the rea­
sons for his success: “ It’s sort 
of natural, what I do out there, 
and my looks go with my ma­
terial. I look as lonely and shy 
as anyone could possible be with­
out being put away.”
With the comechr of “ Mr. Ex­
citement”  and the music and po-_ 
etry of a great singer to enter­
tain us on the same evening, 
we can only expect a great 
Homecoming concert.
The next event of the Home­
coming weekend is the trike race 
on Sunday morning at 11:00 A.M. 
sponsored by the junior class. 
That afternoon there will be an­
other concert, “ Up With People,” 
at 1:30 P.M. At 7:30 P.M. the 
movie, Ship of Fools, will be 
shown by CLUB, whose Cinema 
Committee chairman is Alan 
Dacunzo. This will be the last 
event of the weekend.
College Life Union Board has 
made every attempt to organi­
ze a successful Homecoming 
weekend, truly A Novel Affair.
Homecoming Is For Everyone. See you there.
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Financial Aids
by U lrich If aim er
The federal grant, loan and work-study programs are 
designed for students who are admissible to post-secondary 
institutions or who are enrolled in such institutions, who 
are in need of assistance to pay their college expenses and 
who are in “academic good standing.” Within the group of 
needy students, those of “exceptional financial need” are 
eligible for the Educational Opportunity Grants Program, 
and those from “low income fa- ' 
milies” are to be given prefer­
ence in the allocation of jobs 
under the College Work Study 
Program (EQA).
Candidates in “ academic good 
standing” are defined as those 
eligible to continue to attend 
the institution in which they are 
enrolled.
Candidates with “ exceptional 
financial need’’ are defined as 
those students coming from fa­
milies in which parents can con­
tribute less than $600 per year 
toward the expenses of the post­
secondary education.
Financial neea is the differ­
ence between the amount of mo­
ney a student and his family can 
provide for an education and 
the expense of that education.
Two elements must always be 
considered: (1) the amount of 
money the student and his fa­
mily can reasonably be expect­
ed to contribute toward a de­
finite period of education, usu­
ally an academic year, and (2) 
the expense of the education tu­
ition of higher education the 
student plans to attend. Finan­
cial need is die difference bet­
ween these two amounts. The 
greater the difference—the grea­
ter the er-cd, measured on a 
^cale" relative to college expen­
ses.
In the case of the Educational 
Opportunity Grants, the maxi­
mum allowable award is deter­
mined by the amount of paren­
tal contribution from income and 
assets. One other essential con-1 
dition must be met before an 
Educational Opportunity Grant 
can be granted to a student.
The institution must be sure 
that the amount of the grant 
does not exceed one-half of the 
student’s-financial need. Also, 
the institution must assure it­
self that the student receives as­
sistance from certain other sour­
ces, in an amount at least as 
great as the amount of the Edu­
cational Opportunity Grant. The 
Draft regulations for the Educa­
tional Opportunity Grants issued 
by the U.S. Ofifice of Education 
in February 1966 indicate that 
the fololwing may be included 
in the matching funds: loans; in­
stitutional, state, corporate, or 
other privately financed scholar-
ships; tuition remissions; em­
ployment programs, except 
that such aid does not include 
compensation received by a stu­
dent under the college Work- 
Study Program.
What this means is that all 
institutionally administered aid 
(except the College Work-Study 
Program) and non-institutionally 
administered scholarships may 
be used for matching purposes. 
The status of non-institutionally 
administered loan and employ­
ment programs for matching pur­
poses is subject to further 
clarification from the U.S. Of­
fice of Education.
In order to obtain the maxi­
mum Educational Opportunity 
Grant of $800, a student must 
meet three qualifications:
1. The parental contribution 
from income and assets must 
be leas than $600.
2. The difference between the 
college budget and the total fa­
mily contribution (parents’ con­
tribution from income and as­
sets plus contribution from stu­
dent savings and summer em­
ployment) must be more than 
$1,600.
3. The student must receive 
assistance from other eligible 
sources of at least $800.
Grants will range from a mi­
nimum of $200 to a maximum 
of $800 a year, and can be no 
more than one-half of the total 
assistance given the student. As 
an academic incentive to stu­
dents, an additional award of 
$200 may be given to those stu­
dents who were in the upper-half 
of their college class during the 
preceding academic year. Grants 
are renew-iTAe each year for the 
original .iinuunt
There's a lot of talk 
on campus about
FREE TO  LIVE, 
FREE TO  DIE
Malcolm Boyd*
dlscnaacst Watts; sex be­
fore dinner; alienation; 
l; Auschwitz; nans In 
i> )ady Garland; Bon- 
hoeffer; death . . .
*  Author of Are You Running 
With Me. ItiHil
"Crammed with understand­
ing. compassion, indignation, 
love . . .  the power o f  Boyd's 
thought is enough to make 
Hugh Hefner wince and 
Adam Powell wet his lips.”  
— New York Timet 
Book Review
Get a copy and join 
the discussion!
S3.9] el roar collet« bookstore 
Hell, Rinehart aad tVInstoa. lac.
Dialogue: by Victor Garibaldi
National:
The recent “Separation” from service of a Federal Bureau 
of Investigation employee for having his girlfriend over, over­
night, demonstrates once more the eternal vigilance of the 
F.B.I.
Metropolitan:
Finally, the ‘Teenagers” have an issue to rally around. 
In a recent interview, a fourteen '
year-old New York resident felt renewal programs in Newark, 
that the movie theatres should Detroit, Hartford this summer, 
reduce movie prices for teen- jiaiional.
agers only. Decisions, decisions; 5 billion
for an anti-ballistic system to 
protect our major cities, or 5 
billion dollars to .make our un- 
livable cities livable; or low- 
cost urban renewal, during the 
summers only.
Local:
One of Montclair’s oldest tra­
ditions, the fall Convocation, has 
been interred. These are the 
fruits of democracy. 
Metropolitan:
Another bastion of America 
has fallen by the wayside, the 
“ Rockettes”  have voted to 
strike; “man the barricades,’ ’ 
National Association of Manu­
facturers; “call to arms,”  mem­
bers of Congress; “we have just
Mr. V id or Garibaldi 
International:
Summer-winter romance of 
Henry Miller, the dirty-old-man, 
dirty writer, turned dirty painter 
was “ mobbed” by a Paris 
“mob.”
Local:
Our ¿President has devised a 
new system of reducing campus 
anxiety; the organization of psy­
chology department under one' 
roof, just so they can do “group­
ies.” Who is supervising whom?
National:
Once again Americans dem­
onstrate their “ rugged individu­
alism,” with our low-cost urban
Charlie Brown, 
must qou always 
take me so 
literalkj?
A T T E N T IO N  SEN IO RS  
The Placemen O ffice w ill
Tu.
register seniors as fellows: 
lesday. October 24. 1967—4  P. 
Freem an Cafeteria
Thursday. October 26. 1967—12 noon 
L ife  Mall A uditorium  
Friday. October 27. 1967-4 P .M . 
V-155
Seniors are  rem inded th a t registra­
tion is required in order to utilfce  
the services o f the Placement 
Office.
PLEA SE A T T E N D  O N E OF T H E  
SC H E D U LE D  M E E TIN G S !
YOU’LL
FLIP,
CHARLIE
BROWN
THE KIEW
PEANUTS*
CARTOON BOOk :
by Charles M. Schulz
ONIV
1
A  ^ V of your college 
V  Ê  bookstore
Holt, ftinenort and Winston, inc.
“ . ..i f  you read but one book this year, Dr. Frankl's 
book should be that one." -L o s  Angeles Times
Man’s Search for M eaning
VIKTOR E. FRANKL
A famous psychiatrist vividly describes uis ex­
periences in Dachau and Auschwitz and his formu­
lation o f an existential psychotherapy based on 
a dynamic and humanistic view of modern man.
“ A gem of dramatic narrative, focused upon-the 
deepest of human problems . . .  a compelling in­
troduction to the most significant psychological 
movement of our day."—Gordon A l lp o r t ,  Harvard  
Univers ity
a WASHINGTON SQUARE PRESS paperback g Q 0
Washington Square Press is also pleased to announce 
. the publication o f the selected papers of V iktor E. Frankl:
PSYCHOTHERAPY AND EXISTENTIALISM
Frankl expresses in an illuminating manner that which it* properly 
understood as the existential question Gabriei Marcel
, $4.95 hardcover
WASHINGTON SQUARE PRESS, INC. fëw york^ S
begun to fight,” American Col­
lege Professors.
T.V. Review»:
Mayhem is on the March, 
television is not to be outdone 
by our armed forces in Viet 
Nam “ Democratic Competition," 
or who is writing the script?
R e v i e w » :
Tea and Sympathy, by Robert 
Anderson. A guess who, so don't 
read the end first.
Local:
The 1967 Freedom Home aw­
ard to “ Rap Brown” from our 
Newark Community Improve­
ment Association. The Award 
date has not been determined, 
due to other commitments.
Any interested persons who 
wish to contribute items may do 
so without censorship. Good taste 
is the criterion for selection.
by M UK! NE
EXCLUSIVE!
Free removable carrying 
case! Provides hygienic, 
convenient care 
for your 
lenses.
One solution for 
complete lens care
Lensine 's  specia l p ro p e rtie s  
assure a smoother, non-irritating 
lens surface when inserting your 
"contacts." Just a drop or two 
will do it. When used for cleaning, 
a unique Lensine formula helps 
retard buildup of contaminants 
and fo re ig n  de p o s its  on the  
lenses. I t ’s self-steriliz ing and 
antiseptic. Ideal for wet storage 
or “ soaking”  of lenses. Lensine 
reduces harm ful bacteria con­
tamination.
• • •
FREE CARRYING CASE. Exclusive 
rem ovable carry ing  case with 
every b o ttle  of Lensine. The 
scientific— and convenient— way 
to protect your contacts.
L E N S IN E  from 
The Murine Company, Inc.
• «•eye care specialist for 70 yaara
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Lambda Chi Delta Continues
Upward Bound Service Program
Each Saturday morning from 10 until 12:30, Mont­
clair State College will play host to a group of 50 Upward 
Bound students, all of whom are quite familiar with the 
rigors of the Montclair academic community because they 
had spent the summer phase of the program here. As in the 
summer program, the main concerns of those working in 
the project are to guide and tutor the participants in the 
attainment of their educational — -—— -------------------------------------
goals.
From 10 to 10:30, all of 
the students will participate in 
discussions groups, organized by 
Dave Witc'rer. These groups will 
review problems in such areas 
as teacher-student relationships, 
religion, discipline, and race re­
lations.
At 11:30, the students will pro­
ceed to areas of interest which 
they had chosen in a pre-pro­
gram request sheet. They will 
be involved a wide variety of 
activities including home eco­
nomics, cooking, swimming, 
football, and basketball.
After the discussion sessions, 
the students will be given in­
dividual attention in the areas 
which they chose for tutoring. 
Subjects offered are social stud­
ies, mathematics, science, read­
ing Spanish, French, English, 
and business.
The project is most fortunate 
in having student tutors who 
have volunteered to work with 
the Upward Bound-ers. Lamb­
da Chi Delta, the fraternity 
which was instrumental in the 
tutoring program last year, is 
once again undertaking to do 
so, bolstering their forces this 
year with women tutors from 
Theta Chi Rho and Delta The­
ta Psi. Both the president of
Staff Begins 
To Plan For 
’68 Yearbook
At this time of the year the 
La Campana staff is starting to 
meet their first deadlines. The 
senior section is the first to be 
completed and the senior edi­
tors, Donna Smith and Susan 
Cahill, are meeting this deadline. 
The next job at hand is the or­
ganization section. Pictures are 
being scheduled now and organi­
zations will be notified shortly 
of the time and place for these. 
Something which the staff is in­
itiating this year is the infor­
mal photographs which will be 
included along with the formal 
shots. The Staff would appreci­
ate full cooperation from all or­
ganizations concerning this mat­
ter. This is a very important 
part of the theme and can on­
ly be made a success if all 
help us. Anyone who has pho­
tos^  concerning campus events, 
whether or not they are in or­
ganizations, is also urged to 
bring them to the La Campana 
office.
There is a lot of work to be 
done on the 1968 Yearbook, and 
the staff urges all who would 
like to help make the La Cam­
pana a part of the life of the 
students, to còme to the office. 
It is your yearbook and you 
should have some part in it.
Lambda Chi Delta, Jeff Balkus, 
and the vice president, Jim 
Goldsmith, together with Dennis 
Bailey, who is over-all chair­
man of the turoring program, 
have done extensive work in 
planning and organizing the va­
ried tutorial groups. A breakdown 
of the tutors according to sub­
jects follows: reading labor­
atory, Gene Farber, Chuck Boud, 
Steve Bergen, Ben Riggio, and 
Rich Warren; language, Dennis 
Bailey, Gene Farber, and John 
McElwain; social studies, John 
Siry and John Korp; English, 
Rich Stephanik, Bob Martinez, 
and John Herd; math, Jeff Bal­
kus and Rich Holl; science, Stu 
Andres and Bob Merrill; and 
Business Jim Goldsmith. Wo­
men from Delta Theta Psi who 
are working with program are 
Armster Kinch and Penny Latti- 
mer.
During the course of the follow­
up program, it is hoped that 
both the students from Jersey 
City and the Montclair State stu­
dents will benefit from their ex­
periences. For the Jersey City 
youths, there is the opportunity 
to further high school studies 
and gain help in troublesome 
subjects. For the Montclair State 
tutors, the program affords on- 
the-spot training in teaching and 
working with students that should 
prove invaluable in their teach­
ing careens.
Organization of reading lab 
activities has been under the di­
rection of San Roseman, while 
Joe Magrini and Bill Rosen­
blatt have planned.
Faber Explains 
Book Price Rise
The publishers of college text­
books were blamed by Mrs. Fab­
er for the increase in prices of 
many of the required books for 
college courses at Montclair 
State College. Mrs. Faber, who 
is in charge of the College Book 
Store, said that the prices may 
vary from month to month on 
orders from the publishing hous­
es. She cited the shortage of pa­
per as the reason for increases 
by the publishers.
In spite of the increase in pri­
ces, MSC students still have a 
financial advantage over many 
other college students in that 
they receive 5 per cent off the 
list price of the publisher. Mrs. 
Faber said that she knew of no 
other college that offered such a 
reduction to the students. The 
rise in book prices has apparent­
ly not affected other commod­
ities sold in the book store.
This week, the book store has 
been distributing student gift 
packs of well-known products as 
a service to the students of 
Montclair State.
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WITH THE BREEKS
SIGMA ALPHA IOTA
Four new pledges were initiat­
ed last semester. They were Car­
ol Ann Horton, clarinet; Marcia 
Mehlman, voice; Valerie Jon M. 
Meyer, violin, and Avril Smith, 
piano. Following the initiation 
service, a banquet was held at 
the Friar Tuck Inn in Cedar 
Grove.
On May 20, the chapter pre­
sented the duo-piano team of 
Marylee Venskus, and Elizabeth 
Lamson. A thoroughly enjoy­
able program, it included works 
by Bach, Arensky, and Saint- 
Saëns.
This year the Senior Farewell 
was held in the home of Jill San 
Amibrogio. Nancy Belsky, Jan­
ice Perlman, and Patricia Tan­
ga were presented with Swords 
of Honor.
The president of Sigma Apha 
Iota for the 1967 school year is 
Cynthia Kanapicki. The other of­
ficers are Alice Correri, Barb­
ara Schrek, Barbara Meyer, 
Grace Caricino, Helen Riley, 
Bette Glen, May Jane De Rus­
so,- Diana Fomczak, and Bon­
nie Semuller.
KAPPA SIGMA RHO
Having survived and returned 
from a summer exf suffering 
(work), sun, sand, and surf, the 
women of Kappa Sigma Rho 
held their first meeting of the 
school year on Sept. 19.
Many points of business were 
discussed. As a result of the re­
cent elections, Suzanne Bouch- 
oux is our new Parliamentarian 
and Marianna Petoia is the 
pledge mistress for the fall 
pledge class. Also appointed was 
Homecoming chairman, Joyce 
Peluso. Plans were discussed 
for the Hay Ride on Oct. 7 and 
the sisterhood’s tenth anniver­
sary celebration.
Engaged
Judy Rusch, ’69, to Ronnie 
Treharne, ’66, Jersey City State.
DELTA SIGMA CHI
Have you purchased your raf­
fle ticket for Delta Sigma Chi’s 
Mystery Bus Ride We hope so 
because the drawing will take 
place tonight! One lucky couple 
will be treated to a mysterious, 
but gala night out Sat.. Oct. 28. 
Later on this year. Chi will hold 
a Mystery Bus Ride for approx­
imately two bus loads of 
students. Plans are being made 
now for an exciting trip. Keep 
posted for more details.
The sisters are busily working 
on Homecoming headed by co- 
chairman Holly Halvorsen, Liz 
Hildisch, and assistant chairman 
Jan Thorne.
We will have our first Inter­
national Dinner on Nov. 5. The 
program will include a dinner 
representing one country, and a 
slide show and narrative by a 
guest who has visited that coun­
try.
Congratulations and best wish­
es to Karen Bailey, ’68, pinned 
to. Charlie Simon, ’68, Pi Kappa 
Psi; Grace Carricino, ’68, pinned 
to Ken Pampel, ’69, Phi Mu Al­
pha Sinfonia, and (Marilyn Mo­
rey, ’68, engaged to Joe Fiorda- 
liso, ’67, Tau Sigma Delta.
THETA CHI RHO
The women of Theta Chi Rho 
held their first business meeting 
of Sept. 20 at which time the ap- 
j  pointments o f homecoming 
chairmen were announced. 
Good luck to co-chairmen Max­
ine Cohen and Sandy Krulewitz.
Other appointments which 
were made were ISC represent­
ative, Joan MeCafferty; fall 
pledge mistress, Sandy Piet- 
ranski and Judy Grande.
Plans are being made for our 
ANNUAL SORORITY DINNER 
to be held on Nov. 18 at Dan 
Dowd’s in West Orange.
Theta is honored to participate 
in Lambda Chi Delta’s program, | 
Upward Bound. This is a tutor­
ial program for prospective col­
lege students from Jersey City 
high schools.
Engaged
Leonore Clemente, ’68, to Marty 
Gleason, ’68, Seton Hall.
SIGMA THETA EPSILON
The sisters of Epsilon would 
like to welcome the freshmen to 
Montclair State College. Best 
wishes for a successful and re­
warding year.
We are sorry to report that 
Miss Venezia will not be with us 
as our sorority adviser this 
year, but are proud to announce 
that our new adviser will be 
Mrs. Waters of the music depart­
ment.
On Thurs., Sept. 22, Epsilon 
will celebrate it’s first anniver­
sary. Directly after the cer­
emony, installation of new offi­
cers will take place.
Congratulations to Jean Schil­
ler on her engagement to Car­
mine Smidera of Manhattan Col­
lege.
TAU SIGMA DELTA
The men of Tau would like 
to welcome their brother Pete 
Eoviino back from Chico State. 
They would also like to wish 
the freshman, Class of ’71, best 
of luck in their years at Mont­
clair.
Pinned
Donald Bowers to Carol Or- 
loff, Bryant College.
Engaged
Joe Fiordaliso to Marilyn 
Morey (Delta Sigma Chi); Frank 
Abate to Eileen Fabiano, Rut­
gers, Newark.
Married
George Lynch to Pam Wick- 
berg.
IOTA GAMMA XI
The sisters of Iota Gamma XI 
are busy planning and working 
for the night of Oct. 27, which is 
the night of our Annual Mas­
querade. It was a huge success 
last year and this year we ex­
pect it to be an even greater 
success. It will be a zany even­
ing full of fun and frolic, and is 
open to everyone. There will be 
a contest for the best costumes 
for large groups (over 10), 
small groups (under 10), and 
couples. There will also be a 
raffle, a live band, and re­
freshments. If you really want 
to enjoy yourself we suggest you 
attend Iota’s masquerade.
Also coming up soon is Iota’s 
earring sale, so start saving 
your money.
Pinned
Ronnie Alpeon to Peter Bohm, 
Ocean County College
PHI LAMBDA PI
The men of Phi Lambda Pi 
wish to thank the student body j 
for its support at their pep rally 
dance. The MSC Indians were 
given a hardy send-off by the 
I students and cheerleaders. The 
men of Phi extend their con­
gratulations to Maureen Ross, a 
senior in Delta Omicron Pi, for 
being elected Phi’s girl of the 
month for September. Back in 
school, after a semester layoff, 
is Tom Zaccone. Welcome back 
Tom. One of our senior mem­
bers, Larry Lefke, received 24 
stitches in his lip while surfing 
last week. Surfs up, Larry! Louis 
Calderone has been elected our 
Kayro for the month of Septem­
ber. Congratulations Louie!
Pinned
Thomas Smith, ’69, to Betsie 
Pityo, Rollins College, Fla.
.......... Engaged
Louis Calderone, ’68, to Linda 
Weeder, ’67, Delta Omicron Pi 
..........Married
Ray Riker, ’68, to Nancy 
Bader.
LAMBDA OMEGA TAU
The women of Lambda Omega 
Tau want to welcome home Ag­
nes Galli from her summer in 
Mexico. Charlene Cleaver also 
returned from her stay in Swazi­
land.
Our congratulations go to both 
Michelle Bakay and Janet Fer- 
riol. Michelle takes Charlene 
Cleaver’s place as historian and 
Janet is our new ISC representa­
tive.
On Tuesday, a candle passing 
ceremony was held for Linda 
Todaro, who is now pinned to 
Robert Montanino from Upsala, 
’68. The sisters were also very 
happy to learn of the marriage 
of Carol Trusewicz to Norbert 
Rebain.
Lambda has many activities 
scheduled for the fall season. 
The first of these is a dinner 
dance for the sisters and their 
dates. A hayride and a skating 
party, as well as a theatre par­
ty, are also planned.
Don’t forget Lambda will be 
selling corsages for Homecom­
ing again this year. Get your or­
der in early.
DELTA OMICRON PI
The women of Pi are looking 
forward to the fall Open House 
to welcome all the girls who are 
interested in pledging sororities 
this semester.
O u t  Homecoming chairmen 
this year are Lois Nack and Bar­
bara Sternenberger. Also con­
gratulations are due to our new­
ly-elected CLUB representative, 
Barbara Sternenberger.
We started off our social ac­
tivities with a mixer with our 
brother fraternity, Psi Chi, last 
week.
The sisters are busy working 
on their new uniforms which 
should be ready around the end 
of October.
GAMMA DELTA CHI
Congratulations to Bill Tell on 
winning the Most Valuable Soc­
cer Player at the Poughkeepsie 
Tournament. Married: Larry 
Ercolino, Gamma Delta Chi to 
the former Helen Giambalvo, 
Mu Sigma.
ALPHA’ CHI BETA
The sisters of Alpha Chi Beta 
are busy making plans for their 
semi-annual Hoagie sale. We
wish our Homecoming chairmen 
Carolyn Tanner. MaryAnn Del 
Negro, and Joyce Kuch luck 
with this year’s float.
Our newly elected ICS repre­
sentative is Kathy Stokes and 
CLUB representative is Kathy 
Casey.
AGORA
On Oct. 15, 1967, the men of 
Agora will present the comedy 
“ How to Murder Your Wife,” 
starring Jack Lemmon and Vir- 
na Lisi. It will be held in Memo­
rial Auditorium at 7:30 P.M. 
Admission is fifty cents.
Mazzied
Fred Henry, ’69, to Lucille 
Matarazzo
Gene Pagnozzi, ’69, to Lois 
Zahlmann
Anthony Aiello, ’68, to Marion 
Marsh
Engaged
Bob D’Ambrosio, ’68, to Mona 
Rando
Mike Londino, ’68, to Gail Jani- 
cello, ’68
Bill (Moose) Warnock, ’68, to 
Evelyn Di Geronomo, ’67
Barney Fabbo, ’68, to Alberta 
Gamba
Pinned
Bob Farese, ’69, to Lois Schni- 
der, ’70, X. Kappa Epsilon
Vincent Irving, ’69, to Kathy 
Vladyka, ’69, Delta Omicron Pi
Larry Coppola, ’68, to Marjie 
Chase, Newark State College, ’70
Bobby Grace, ’69, to Anne 
Grossmann
Louis Guinta, ’67, to Marti 
Sender, ’68, Sigma Delta Phi
MU SIGMA ......
The sisters of Mu Sigma would 
like to extend the best of luck 
to all the fraternities, sororities, 
and other organizations partici­
pating in Homecoming. Also — 
Good Luck to the Montclair In­
dians. We’re all looking forward 
to a big victory over Southern 
Connecticut. Thanks to our co- 
chairmen Cindy Ravotta and 
Janet Toner for all the work 
they’ve done in preparation for 
our float.
We wish to congratulate Lor­
raine Williams, “Miss Middlesex 
County,” who was chosen third 
runner-up in the Miss New Jer­
sey contest.
All the sisters wish to extend 
our sincerest congratulations 
and best wishes to Rosellen Duf­
fy and Robert Pourchier, ’69 
(Juniata College, Huntingdon, 
Pa.) on their engagement, to 
Jane Kapanjie and Peter Van- 
derzee, Renssalear Polytechnic 
Institute, Pi Kappa Alpha, KA, 
and Karen Thiele and Bill Thom 
(West Point) on their pinnings.
OMEGA PHI DELTA
Eugene Fagan, senior social 
studies major, is engaged to 
Miss Patricia Free of Jersey 
City.
KAPPA RHO UPSILON
Nancy Petruska and Linda 
Vasko are co-chairmen for this 
year’s Homecoming Committee. 
Arlene Suleski has been elected 
as our CLUB representative and 
Linda Boyle has been elected to 
the Standard Board.
Carol Bednarek, Sheila Basilo, 
Linda Berry, and Nancy Smith 
are spending their junior year 
at Chico State.
Kappa Rho Upsilon and Lamb­
da Chi Delta held a football 
game Oct. 5. The score was 14— 
14.
Pinned:
Barbara Phillips to Steve Ma­
ras, USAF, Spain.
Engaged:
Peggy Broadwater to Frank; 
Bonnie De Vito to Richie Bon- 
nannella; Linda Frazee to Bill 
Milchelski, Kings College ’68; 
Eileen Laracy to Pete Cimibolic; 
Jo Ellen Zelt to Stephen Gross- 
man, Tau Delta Phi, Rutgers 
’ 68.
CH Speaks
By Robert Edison
The advanced math program 
of College High School will 
undergo a major change this 
year: instead of beginning in 
ninth grade, participants will 
start in their junior year.
According to mathmatics pro­
fessor Dr. Max Sobel, the new 
course will begin in the eleventh 
grade in the middle of the year, 
when interested students will 
study senior math on their own 
while they finish Algebra II. 
Over the summer, they will com­
plete the book.
Several days before classes 
begin, the students will take 
qualifying exams, which, if they 
pass, will allow them to bypass 
senior math and take calculus 
in a college class.
Freshman math instructor So­
bel said the main reason for the 
change is that certain important 
Algebra II topics that are quite 
difficult to comprehend have not 
■been clearly understood by ad­
vanced math pupils taking senior 
math.
It was also hoped that by de­
laying the program, more stu­
dents will have decided on 
their main interests, thus nar­
rowing down the number of par­
ticipants to only those who in­
tend to have mathmatics as a 
career.
The current ninth grade will 
be the first class under the new 
program from which any pupil 
can participate. However, stu­
dents in this year’s tenth and 
eleventh grades who do notice­
ably well in Algebra II will be 
recommended by the teacher to 
a committee composed of all six 
College High math instructors. 
The Professors will then decide 
if the student will be allowed to 
proceed.
Dr. Sobel, who has initiated 
th^ program, will no longer have 
that responsibility in the new 
plan. Those duties will go to the 
Algebra II teacher, who will 
work in cooperation with the 
senior math instructors, current­
ly Mr. William Walsh and Mr. 
Robert Garfunkle, respectively.
Under the old system, the pu­
pil, after the second semester, 
completed Algebra I as quickly 
as possible. Then, he began Al­
gebra U and finished it over the 
summer. Upon returning to 
school, he took a qualifying 
exam and presented his summer 
work as evidence that he had 
covered the material. Then, 
throughout his sophomore year, 
he took chapter tests and a final, 
which determined his eligibility 
to continue with senior math in 
his junior year.
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A V Film ScheduleMSC Student Composers 
Asked to Enter Contest
Music composers have an un­
usual opportunity to compete for 
a $1000 prize offered by the 
National Society of Arts and Let­
ters. Designed to encourage 
young talent in all of the arts, 
the NSAL competition each year 
offers an award in a different 
field.
Mrs. John S. Tennant II, of 
Summit, President of the New 
Jersey Chapter of the NSAL, 
announces that the New Jersey 
contest winner will receive $250. 
The winning manuscript will be 
automatically entered in the na­
tional contest for the $1000
award. A second prize of $100 
is also being offered by the New 
Jersey Chapter.
Contestants must be New Jer­
sey residents, permanent or stu­
dent, between the ages of 18 and 
30. The composition will be for 
not less than s(5lo voice and four 
instruments nor more than solo 
voice and eight instruments. It 
will be based on an American 
text or the composer’s own text. 
Performance time will be ap­
proximately 8 to 15 minutes.
One copy of the full score 
must be received before Jan. 
10, 1968 by the N. J. 'Scho-
The AV Center has planned a 
full schedule for the campus 
movie-goers this year. There 
will be approximately one film 
per week which will be held in 
either the auditorium or in V-151. 
Most of the films start between 
7:30 and 8:00 P.M.; for some 
there will be a nominal charge 
and for others there will be no 
admission.
The English Department, 
CLUB, and the AV Center are 
the three organizations who are
larship Chairman, Mrs. William 
A. Borrie, 23 Windwood Road, 
Bernardsville, N. J. Application 
blanks and further information 
may be secured from Mrs. Bor­
rie.
presenting the majority of the 
movies to be shown this year. 
With classical, recreational, and 
foreign films on the agenda, 
everyone should be able to find \ 
something to interest him.
The schedule for the rest of 
the month of October is as fol­
lows:
Oct. 16—"Royal Affairs of Ver­
sailles” Aud.
(3:30 and 7:30 P.M.) French Club 
Oct. 18—"Zotz!” SEAM Aud.
Oct. 19—“ Grapes of Wrath” AV 
V151
Oct. 19—“ How to Murder Your 
Wife” Aud Agora 
Oct. 26—“ Ship of Fools” CLUB 
Aud.
Oct. 26 — “Citizen Kane” AV 
V151
A new girl 
for girl-watchers 
to watch...
Her name is Joan Parker, and she’s the new Dodge Fever Giri. 
Watch her on television this season, dispensing Dodge Fever 
to a variety of unsuspecting souls. (Dodge’s TV 
schedule is listed below.)
A new car 
for car-lovers 
to love :..
Its name is Charger, and it's the best-looking Dodge ever built. 
Complete with disappearing headlights and sports-car styling that
features a European-type spoiler on the rear deck. But since 
looks aren’t everything, we made it exciting to drive, with a 318-cu.-in. V8, 
bucket seats and an airplane-type instrument panel. Even pockets in 
the doors for your shades and/or rally maps. With all this included, 
we've reduced Charger’s list price by more than $100. Maybe you can’t 
please everybody, but we sure try. See your Dodge Dealer right away.
both
from
Oct. 7, 14 
Oct. 1, 22
Dodge.
You know, the people who build the cars 
that give you . . . Dodge Fever.
DODGES TV SCHEDULE FOR OCT., 1967
Oct. 2. 16, 30....................Gunsmoke
Oct. 5,19, 26 Thursday Night at
the Movies 
Manmx 
The Smothers 
Brothers
Oct. 8,15, 22, 29 Mission: Impossible
Oct. 8, 22 AFL Football
Oct. 5, 8 ,11 ....................  The World Series
These dates subject to change.
Dodge CHRYSLERMOTORS CORPORATION
I
MSC Writers 
Win Citations
My Childhood on Manila Paper 
My crayons, 
eight crayolas—
! I can hear me 
tearing
their colored paper away.
Sometimes they came
in a tin box,
but they would always
break
when I pressed too hard, 
l OnCe I had a box with fifty
colors
and I smelled it all day).
This poem by Don Bradford, a 
senior fine arts major at Mont- 
olair State College and assistant 
art editor of Quarterly, received 
a book award from Voices Inter­
national, a little magazine edited 
by Francis T. Brinkley. It was 
first published in the Winter 1966 
issue of Quarterly.
This award is one of several 
recognitions given to those who 
have been published in Mont­
clair State's literary magazine, 
signifying an expansion in these 
writers’ audience.
Two poems by Diane Wald, 
junior English major, won hon­
orable mention in the 1967 poetry 
contest sponsored by Voices In­
ternational. Her poem “ leaves 
not yet”  will be in a future is­
sue of that same magazine. Di­
ane’s “ i give”  will appear in the 
August ’67 issue of South and 
West, a little magazine edited by 
Sue Abbott Boyd.
Ben Hiatt, editor of the Grande 
Ronde Review of California re­
queued permiaaian from Ben 
Goldberg, a former literary edi­
tor of Quarterly, to publish a 
five-page feature of his works 
including “ The Marriage,” 
“ Poem ,” “ Dirge II,”  “Apart­
ment on Grove Street,”  “ On the 
Campus.”  All these poems can 
be found in Ben’s chapbook 
wnich has been published by 
Quarterly.
Last spring, Quarterly was 
listed in the directory of little 
magazines (.the voice of new ex­
pression in American literature 
and art today) found in Dust and 
Trace, two' of the leading “lit- 
tles.” Quarterly will soon pro­
vide its own evolving list of ‘ ‘lit - 
tes” to which student, writers 
can send their work.
leaves not yet by Diane Wald
spring came
while you were gone.
a bee in the melting.
first barefoot.
the stolen star.
i waited for you everywhere
counting flax moths
on the ribs
of the birches.
Poem 6 by Ben Goldberg 
the shape 
of my body 
is
how
she touches me
MEN
EARN $50 WEEK 
PART-TIME JOBS 
15 Hrs. Weekly Min. & Car
1:15 P.M. or 3:15 P.M. or 
4:1-5 P.M. D. Mills Rm., 
Life Hall
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MSC Soccer Team Wins 
Bill Tell Named M V P
Our own Montclair State soccer team came home from 
Poughkeepsie, N.Y. on Sept. 26, 1967 with a tournament 
championship, transforming the Indians from a possible 
Cinderella team into a definite major threat in the New 
Jersey Conference. In bringing home this championship, 
our soccer team boasted wins over a strong Marist team,
and a team equally as strong 
Institute. Both of these teams 
fell by 1-0 scores. The defeat­
ing of Marist and Renselaer put 
Montclair into a contest with 
Pratt which had handily defeated 
both Marist and RPI.
Pratt was first to strike pay­
dirt, and led 1-0, throughout 
most of the game. However, in 
the last 15 seconds of play, Gus 
Migliori drew a penalty shot 
which resulted in a tie between 
Pratt and Montclair. Both teams 
were awarded trophies, and 
Coach Lucenko, who claimed the 
team could have played better, 
came back with his team boost­
ing their first win of the sea­
son.
Coach Lucenko praised the 
team for working as a unit but 
gave special praise to Joe Ca- 
marta, Allen Czaia, Gus Migliori, 
and Eddie Mess. Of the three 
scores, Migliori scored twice 
and Mess once.
BiU Tell MVP
He could not overly praise 
captain Bill Tell, who was awar­
ded a trophy as most valuable 
player of the tournament. Bill’s 
defensive moves were definit­
ely integral parts of the Mont­
clair victory.
Born in Germany, Bill knew 
the game of soccer fo'r years 
before coming to this coun­
try. In East Rutherford High 
School, however, he pursued the 
American substitute known as 
football, in which he excelled 
to headline recognition. After 
he was graduated, he attended 
Newark College of Engineering 
where he played soccer and lost 
to Montclair State in a 1-0 thril­
ler. He enrolled in Montclair 
State as a sophomore and has 
played varsity soccer since then. 
Aside from being an excellent 
soccer player, Bill enjoys acti­
vely participating in other sports 
intramurally with his fraternity 
brothers in Gamma Delta Chi. 
Bill, who is a senior mathe­
matics major, enjoys an active 
social life and spends much
from Renselaer Polytechnical
time working on fraternity pro­
jects and attending school and 
fraternity functions.
MSC Sets School Record
As an item of recent interest, 
Montclair State broke its high 
scoring record with a score of 
14-0. Jersey City State rarely 
threatened to score and the 
game awarded the players a 
chance to make up for their 
losses to Newark College of En- 
ginnering and East Stroudsburg.
Coach Lucenko also had a 
chance to see his junior varisty 
in varstiy action, since most of 
the team were put into play as 
the score soared. Scores in the 
game were registered as follows: 
High Scorers: John Smith, Ar- 
vi Saar and Alex Robertson— 
3 goals. Gus Migliori and An­
gelo Mongolino — 2 goals. Glen 
Guarino — 1 goal.
All in all it was a long day 
for Jersey City State’s soccer 
team. The Indians, however, will 
run into much greater tests 
which will prove or disprove 
their apparent strength.
‘W ho’s W ho’
(Continued from Page 1)
no, Kathleen; Cook, Bonnie; Cos 
tic, Steve; Croce, Charles; Cro 
zier, Sally; DaCunzo, Alan; Da 
vis, Richard; Downing, James 
Elovitz, Leonard; Estomin, El 
len; Garrity, Anita; Gleason 
Robert; Greenwood, , Bruce 
Hair, Leslie; Harrington, John 
Hart, Paul; Hutchinson, Harold 
Jaeger, Ernest; Jennings, Alon 
zo; Jones, Delford; Keutgen 
David; Kloza, Joseph; Koval 
Sharon; Lakefield, Bradley 
Lang, William; Langheim, Rich 
ard; Lattimer, Penelope; Lynch 
Dennis; McDonald, Louis; Orfe 
Michael; Phillpott, Terrence 
Rork, Patricia; Samohutin, Via 
dimir; Serson, Charles; Szabo 
Ronald; Thorpe, Thomas; To 
masini, Linda; Troyano, Janey 
Valenti, Joseph.
William Tell and Coach Luchenko holding soccer champion­
ship trophies.
The MSC soccer team in action against Jersey City State.
The Air Force doesn't want to 
waste your Bachelor of Science 
Degree any more than you do.
B. Sc. Those letters have an im­
pressive sound.
But they won’t be so impressive 
if you get shunted off into some 
obscure corner of industry after 
you leave college. A forgotten man.
You want activity. You want to 
get in there and show your stuff.
All right. How do you propose to 
do it?
If you join the United States Air 
Force you’ll become an expert fast.
The Air Force is like that. They 
hand you a lot of responsibility fast. 
Through Officer Training School 
you get a chance to specialize 
where you want... in the forefront 
of modern science and technology.
Suppose, fo r exam ple, you 
wanted to become a pilot and serve 
as aircraft commander on airplane 
crews. You’d plan missions and 
insure that the aircraft is pre-flight- 
ed, inspected, loaded and equip­
ped for the assigned mission. You’ll 
be trained to fly exciting aircraft.
Just examples. There are so 
many more.
Wouldn’t it be pretty nice to en­
joy officers’ pay and privileges? 
And serve your country, as well? 
Also, you get retirement benefits, 
30 days’ paid vacation, medical 
and dental care.
B. Sc. Very impressive letters.
Now, do something with them.
UNITED STATES AIR FORCE
Box A, Dept. SCP-710
Randolph Air Force Base, Texas 78148
Name.
(please print)
College.
Address.
Harris Still Undefeated
M O N T C L A R  I ON Pfcg* IS
Is Harriers Split Meets
Montclair State College Cross Country team opened its 
season Saturday, Sept. 23, by losing its first dual meet of the 
season to United States Coast Guard 20-41, at New London, 
P£ onn. United States Coast Guard placed seven runners in the 
| top ten.
Jim Harris captured his first win of the season by estab- 
shing a school record of 20 minutes 34 seconds over a rough 
3 9-mile course. ---------------------------------------------------
The Indians’ 1967 squad run- 
2rg included:
.« J im  H a r r » ...................................  20:34
. Dale R og ers ...................................  21:S0
. Paul B e n n e tt.................................  22:31
. Joe H ib b s ....................................... 23:09
>•!. Dale Evens ...................................  23:10
• L J im  Nichols .................................  23:50
I. Rod Ham ilton .............................  24:54
Jim  Cummings ...........................  25:04
>. Tom  Zaccone ............................... 2S:36
>NR Bruce K in ter  
N R  Pete Zabotka  
' INR K evin Moore
Harris captured his second 
traight victory of the season by 
* i »lacing first in a dual meet Sept. 
18 against Fairleigh Dickinson 
University at Garrett Mountain 
Reservation.
Fairleigh Dickinson runners 
vere victors as they placed seven 
nen in behind Harris before the 
Indians’ second finish across the 
line.
minutes 21 seconds for the 4.6 
mile course.
Albany State placed 5 runners 
among the seven finishers to de­
feat the Indians. Montclair 
State’s first seven runners fin­
ished in front of Bloomfield Col­
lege’s first finisher.
The meet brought the Indians 
a 2-3 record for the season.
George Horn is the cross-coun­
try coach. Jim Santimier, one of 
last year’s top runners, is of spe­
cial assistance to the coach. 
Coach Horn’s greatest setback 
of the season came when it was 
learned that Thomas Zaccone, a 
top runner for the past three sea­
sons, will not be able to compete 
because of physical difficulties. The MSC harriers. Jim Harris captain.
I
» The defeat brought Montclair’s 
record to 0-2 for the season. Har­
ris toured the 4.6-mile course in 
25 minutes 40 seconds to finish 
o v c t  one minute ahead of Fair- 
leigh’s first runner.
Fairieign’a freshmen also de­
feated Montclair 15-50 by placing 
eight runners before the first 
Montclair runner.
MSC RU N N ER S
1. Jim  Harris .....................................  25:40
*■ Jim  N ic h o ls ...................................  29:5«
2- Hibbs (F r) .............................  14:06
,*■ Bennett iF r) ...................... 14:14
*» m ra in ls  .................... 31:1210. Dave Evens ( F r j ............................ 14:36
11. Rod Ham ilton .............................  32:50
12. Bruce K in t e r ...................................  N T
13. Pete Z a b o tk a ...................................  N T
D N R  Dale Rogers
D N F  Tom  Zaccone 
D N F  K evin  Moore
The Indian Cross Country team 
.  scored its first victory of the sea­
son, Saturday, Sept. 30, by de­
feating Jersey City State 20-35 at 
Garrett Mountain Reservation 
under sunny skies.
Montclair had finishers in the 
first three and the fifth and ninth 
spots to out-score its opponents.
Jim Harris, the Indian captain, 
remained undefeated in three 
«meets by setting a new school 
record of 25 minutes 23 seconds 
for the 4.6-mile course.
Sophomore Dale Rogers and 
Freshman Paul Bennett placed 
/‘second and third, respectively.
Other runners scoring for 
Montclair were Dave Evans and 
Joe Hibbs.
' ,  „  . .  MSC RUNNERS
1. Jim Harris ..................................  25:23
2» Dale R o g e r* .................. 26-53
>. Paul Bennett .................  * 21-21
J  Dale F v e n s ....................................... 28-00
a. Joe H ib b s ........................  2 . ! :
u .  Jim n ich d , ........................ : : : :  S S
}J- y**1* ***• "•  ........................... 30:08
68« Jam C am m in g*............................  30:37
«*■ 2 nd Ham ilton .............................  32:26
U . B ruce K i n t e r .................................¡ p S
B N P  Pete Zabotka . . . . . . J O
b n f  K evin
Bloom field M eet
t Montclair State divided a dou­
ble dual meet by defeating 
Bloomfield College 15-40 and 
losing to Albany State College, 
New York 23-36, Wednesday, Oct. 
4. at Garrett Mountain Reserva­
tion.
Jim Harris, Captain of the In­
dians, remained undefeated as 
he aliced two seconds off the 
school record with a time of 25
Daringly new! 
Chevrolet^ new line of 
Super Sports for '68.
Computer-tuned suspension systems, improved 
shock absorbers. New double-cushioned rubber 
body mounts. They all team up to bring you the 
smoothest, most silent Chevrolet ride ever. A fresh 
new idea in ventilation comes standard on every 
1968 Camaro and Corvette. It’s Astro Ventilation, 
a system that lets air in, but keeps noise and wind
out. You’ii appreciate all the provea safety 
reatures on the ’68 Chevrolets, including the 
GM-developed energy-absorbing steering 
column and many new ones. More style.
More performance. More all-around value. One 
ook tells you these are for the man who loves 
driving. One demonstration drive shows why!
Be smart!
Be sure!
Buy now at your
Chevrolet
dealer's.
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The Indians in action against Curry
Indians Scalp Curry 
To Record Initial Win
by John Dontoni
Returning to the friendly confines of Sprague Field 
after two road defeats, the Montclair State Indians rolled 
to score after score in a record shattering 51-0 victory over 
Curry College of M ilton, Massachusetts.
In recoraiRg their initial win of tiitHleason, the Indians 
unveiled a solid unrelenting defense and a devastating run­
ning game which accounted for 303 yards. When this was
combined with the 173 yards 
gained passing, it gave the In­
dians a new total offense mark 
of 476 yards, bettering the 417 
which was set in the Jim Caro- 
villano — Richie Higgins days 
of 1963.
Unfortunately for Montclair 
this offensive outbreak could not 
be spread over the previous 
week’s action, which saw the 
Indians bow, 3-14, to Cortland 
State’s Red Dragons.
Hard Hitting Game
This game, described by Coach 
Ferris as “ the hardest hitting 
game that I have ever seen at 
Montclair,” was a contest which 
the Indians wanted badly but 
they simply couldn’t put every­
thing together to negotiate the 
win.
Costly Indian fumbles and a 
blocked quick kick gave Cort­
land a 20-0 lead by the fourth 
quarter. But the “ never say 
die” Injuns came back on Jack 
Landfried’s 33 yard run and a 
well-executed six play drive of 
39 yards by quarterback Walt 
Lampmann to close the gap 
to 20-14.
However, Cortland State coun­
tered with a drive of its own 
and iced the game with Jim 
Bensley’s 24 yard field goal, ma­
king the final score 23-14.
When Montclair returned home 
to face Curry College, no one 
was quite prepared for the of­
fensive fireworks, as the Indians 
were hard pressed in scoring 27 
points in their two previous 
games. Then, on the opening 
series, Walt Lampmann over­
threw Jack Landfried (who 
was wide open and two steps 
behind the defense) and Indian 
fans sat back in expectation of 
a long afternoon.
Punt returner Tony Di Netta, 
however, had the Indian root­
ers out of their seats as he field­
ed a Curry punt on his 32, then 
veered to the wall of blockers 
forming at the Panzer sideline 
and raced for 66 yards until he 
was finally caught on the Cur­
ry 2.
From there, Jack Landfried, 
who has sparkled all season 
in gaining 299 yards and rushing 
for a 4,5 yard average, tallied 
the first of three T.D.’s and 
the Indians were off and running.
Defense Take Over
Here the Indian defense took 
over and they got the point ac­
ross that today the offense wasn’t 
going to win all the stars, gi­
ven by coach Ferris for out­
standing plays. Led by Sean 
Bowe, the line put on a fierce 
pass rush and limited Curry 
to 7 first downs (only one dur­
ing the varsity’s tenure) and a 
rushing net of minus ten yards.
Montclair State built a 28-0 
halftime lead on two more Land- 
fried touchdowns of 8 and then 
14 yards and a beautiful 31 yard 
scamper by backup quarterback 
John Gardi, which was set up 
by a fine block by Bob Lembo.
The Indians emptied the bench 
in the second half but even the 
Injun subs were too much for 
the bigger but slower Curry 
eleven.
Charlie Plochock opened the 
gap to 30-0 by tackling Curry 
halfback Ralph Potente in the 
end zone for a safety; then T. 
D.’s were notched by Billy Sab- 
bers on a 1 yard plunge, Bob 
Lembo (8 yard run), and fin­
ally freshman quarterback Ken
SOCCER SCHEDULE  
1K7
Sat. Sept. 23
N ewark C ollege o f Engineering 
Hom e 11:00 A M.
J.V. 1:00 P.M.
Tues. Sept. 26 
Poughkeepsie Tournam ent 
A w ay
Sat. Sept. 30
East Stroudsburg State College 
A w ay 2:00 P.M.
J.V. 12:00 
Wed. Oct. 4
* Jersey C ity State C ollege
Hom e 3:00 P.M.
Sat. Oct. 7
• G lassboro State College 
A w ay 1:00 P.M.
Tues. Oct. 10
Philadelphia T extile CoUege 
A w ay  3:00 P.M.
Sat. Oct. 14
Fairleigh D ickinson University 
A w ay  2:00 P.M.
Annapolis -  A w ay 
Wed. Oct. 18 
•Newark State CoUege 
Hom e 3:00 P.M.
Sat. Oct. 21 
A lum ni
Hom e 10:30 A  M.
NCE -  A w ay 1:00 P.M.
Wed., Oct 25 
•Paterson State College 
H om e 3:00 P.M.
Sat. Oct. 28 
B loom field  College 
Hom e 1:00 P.M.
J.V. 3:00 P.M.
W ed. N ov. 1 
Marist C ollege 
A w ay  2:30 P.M.
B loom field  
A w ay  3:00 P.M.
Sat. Nov. 4 
M onm outh College 
Home 12:00 
Mon. Nov. 6 
Pratt Institute 
A w ay  2:30 P.M.
Wed. Nov. 8
St. Peter’s College (St. P. -  Host) 
Hom e 2:00 P M.
Pratt
Hom e 3:00 P.M.
Sat. Nov. 11
Southern Connecticut State College 
Hom e 3:30 P.M.
_  Tues. Nov. 14 
• T r e n t o n  s t a t e  c o l l e g e  
A w ay  3:00 P.M.
• N ew  Jersey State C ollege
C onference Gam es
Sports ‘ri’ Stuff
By Alan Friedman
When the Detroit Tigers lost two games to California the 
last weekend of the season, they lost the best chance they had 
in many years for the American League Pennant, and prob­
ably the best chance for many years to come. It was a season 
in which, for one of the few times, no team dominated or was 
outstanding in the American League. Because of this, four 
average teams, the White Sox, Tigers, Twins, and Red Sox, 
made an exciting run for the
pennant, with the latter winning
it.
It is ironical that the one man 
who might have proved the big­
gest factor in the Tigers’ win­
ning the American League cham­
pionship, turned out to be the 
biggest factor in thedr losing it. 
The man is A1 Kaline, one of the 
all-time greats of baseball, who, 
with all his accomplishments, 
has never played in a World 
Series. He wound up being his 
own worst enemy.
In a game earlier in the sea­
son after making an out. Kaline 
went back to the dugout, threw 
his bat down, and broke his little
instead of “ choking in the clutch” 
because all through his career, 
Kaline has always been great in 
starting a rally with men on 
base. Kaline’s greatest desire is 
to play in a World Series, but 
it looks as though his chances 
are getting slimmer. Fate does 
play strange tricks, however, so 
don’t be surprised if one day he 
manages a World Series-bound 
team.
By the time you read this, the 
World Series will probably be 
over. The Cardinals are favorite 
and man for man, they seem to 
have the better team than the
finger in the process. His being | p,e(j Sox. No matter what hap- 
out of the lineup, as you can 
imagine, was quite costly to the
Tigers, and when the big series 
with California came up, Kaline 
was ineffective. I use ineffective
MSC Indians drive forward to defeat Curi'/
pens, however, Dick Williams, 
the Boston manager, has got to 
be baseball’s manager of Ur
y e a r , oven m oreso then  Led
Durocher. Whenever you can 
lead a team with the inexperi­
ence of the Red Sox to a pen­
nant, you’ve done an amazing 
job in handling your players.
My hat is off to Carl Yastr- 
zemski also, who, if there was 
an award for clutch player of 
the year, would probably re­
ceive it unanimously. People do 
not realize how hard it is to be 
a good hitter normally, let alone 
when the pressure is on. Carl 
not only won the Triple Crown 
in the American League, but got 
seven hits in eight appearences 
at the plate in the big two-game 
series against Minnesota to end 
the season. As I have written, 
the Cardinals are favored, but 
don’t be surprised if the Red 
Sox win, and Yaz has a big 
hand in it, because when the 
chips are down, Yastrzemski 
does his best.
Tecza hit Bob McNulty with a 
36 yard scoring pass giving 
Montclair its 51 points and end- 
in gthe parade of touchdowns.
Next Action
Montclair’s next action will | 
be against a tough Central Con­
necticut team which boasts not 
one but two outstanding half-1 
backs. The man to watch will I 
be Harold Brown, a 5-10, 180 j 
pound back, who was recently j 
named Back of the Week by the I 
East Coast Athletic Conference j 
which is composed of all Eastern 
small college teams.
INJUN ARROWS: Walt Lamp­
mann gets starting QB nod in 
Central Connecticut game. . . . 
Jack Harrington named Warrior 
of the Week in Cortland game 
and Jack Landfried in Curry 
game.
JACOBSEN’S SPORT SHOP
OUR ONLY STORE
"EVERYTHING FOR THE SPORTSMAN"
F
S9C B LO O M FIE LD  A V E 74C-8600 M O N T C L A IR  N . J. 07#42
L O U V I S  C H A R - B R O I L
Breakfast — Lunch — Dinner 
Monday to Saturday 
7 A.M. to 9 P.M.
613 Valley Road PI 4-9559 —  746-0911
Upper Montclair Orders to take out
